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REPORTS FROM BACKSTAGE
STEWART MELLOWS THE FACES IN
‘OOH LA LA’
Keyboard whiz Ian McLagan admits that the new LP
is “more like one of Rod’s solo albums than anything
we’ve ever done before.”
BECK, BOGERT AND APPICE—BECK’S BACK
WITH A BANG
When Jeff Beck stumbled out of New York’s Electric
Lady Studios with a tape for the new Beck, Bogert and
Appice LP under his arm, he knew he had found
his “dream band.”
THE NOTORIOUS BYRD BROTHERS REUNITE . ..
In California the new Byrds album is triggering the
birth of a Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young super-tribe.
NICKY HOPKINS: THE MAN BEHIND THE
STONES TAKES OVER THE STAGE
In the Beatles’ old studio, George Harrison and Roll
ing Stone Mick Taylor tuned up to help the Sixth
Stone with his first solo record.
‘DEEP PURPLE LIVE IN JAPAN’—THE SENSUAL
BASH BEHIND THE SMASH LP
Their Japanese jaunt was shattered by the blows of
karate experts and soothed by the hands of voluptuous
geisha girls.
.
MAUDE BUCKS THE SYSTEM—AND WINS!
TV’s stately Maude is proving that darling debutantes
don’t always make the best wives.
THE UNDERWEAR STOMPERS ARRIVE—SLADE
In England they’re clobbering the charts with enough
singles to knock T. Rex off the top of the mountain.
•DARK SIDE OF THE MOON’—PINK FLOYD’S
STARTLING LEAP TO THE TOP
The Floyd had no suspicion that their new music
would spark the most spectacularly successful LP
of their career.
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Stealer’s Wheel. Plus Dylan’s buddy Doug Sahm
and Drift A way’s Dobie Grey.
THE RECORD LOVER’S GUIDE
Bite-sized reviews of the months’ spiciest LP’s.
THE PICK OF THE MONTH
The gut-bustingest album of the last 30 days.
THE CIRCUS TOP TWENTY
Alice Cooper snatches the number one spot out from
under Deep Purple’s nose. See the Circus LP chart.
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The Faces Slide Into
Stewart's Mellow Groove
“The faces are a rock ’n roll band..
and I’m a bit of a folkie at heart,”

blurted Rod. So when the
raspy vocalist and Ronnie Lane put their

shaggy heads together,
Ooh La La took a turn to the soft side.

The Faces: Rod would like to slow down
on recording his solo LP’s to spend more
time touring and recording with the exu
berant band of gypsies called The Faces.

V •

An irritated Rod Stewart frantically paced up and down in Lon
don’s Olympic Studios. He shuffled
from control box to the playback
machine, a worried grin wrinkling his
forehead. “I don’t like that bloody
echo,” he lashed out to his girlfriend
sitting nearby. "There’s no bloody con
tinuity to the track, is there?" A bot
tle of Mateus wine sat patiently on
the stall outside the control booth.
The half-empty glasses around it in
dicated a long day’s work. Rod had
been in the studio for about eight
hours, trying desperately to finish lay
ing down the vocal track for one
tune, and he’d botched it a thousand
times. His rooster-cut hair hung limp,
his mouth drooped sadly, and there
were bags under his eyes. It had been
too long a day for the exhausted su
perstar.
Again he tried singing the lyrics to
Ronnie Lane’s slow-tempo “Just An
other Honky,” reading them from
the crumpled scrap of paper he held
in his hand. Several times his pacing
was wrong. Once he stumbled on the
last line of a verse. Finally, another
take. Would it be the last? No such
luck. Producer Glyn Johns—the man
who successfully produced the Stones
and the Who, among others—stopped
the tape abruptly, calling, “You’re
singing ‘urts’ for ‘hurts.’” One more
take, Rod listened to the playback,
and then, still unsatisfied, he broodingly stalked off to change his clothes
and go out for a drink.
As his sleek black limousine glided
back towards London, Rod slumped
deeper into the plush back seat. “It’s
not so much the physical exhaustion,”
he explained. “It’s the mental thing,
spending a whole day just singing.
Trying to get it just right, going over
the same piece time after time . . .
I tell you, though,” the raspy vocalist
confided, “the thing that I really hate
is songwriting. I hate doing lyrics
really; that is something that’s been
forced on me. It’s something that
isn’t natural for me . . . Ronnie’s the
real songwriter.”
Faces mellow out: It had been
seven long months since the August
afternoon when Ian McLagan, Kenny
Jones, Ron Wood and Ronnie Lane
had first popped into the studio to
fool around with ideas for the new
Faces LP Ooh La La (on Warner
Bros. Records). Determined not to
work under the same old pressures
that had marked their earlier LP ef
forts, they slowly tossed ideas around,
discarding those that wouldn’t work
and substituting those that would. In
August of ’72, they sent the first batch
of finished melodies out to Rod's
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Ian McLagan: The Faces quiet keyboard
whiz revealed, "If everything fell apart
tomorrow, I could almost see Rod down
at the Crown Folk Club in Twickenham
doing the old acoustic guitar bit, staring
up at the ceiling ... I don’t think he’s
satisfied singing just rock and roll.*’

Ronnie Lane: During last year’s American
tour, Ronnie claimed bad dreams about
rooms full of people kept him up all night.
Some say that "Flags and Banners” was
written about one such nightmare.

a

Windsor home, instructing him to
write some lyrics and begin laying
down his vocal tracks. And in Febru
ary, Rod received his final batch of
new melodies from the band. Rushed
to create new words for the forth
coming LP, Rod even flew off to
Switzerland to work in isolation so he
could meet his deadline. When he
returned from his sojourn, he dashed
off to Olympic Studios to lay down the
last of the lyrics.
But long before the sleek black
limousine deposited Rod outside
Olympic Studios and he strode inside
to croon the last of the tunes, he had
noticed a subtle change in The Faces
new music. While most of the melo
dies earmarked for Ooh La La con
tinued in the rock ’n rolling good
time vein of previous Faces LP’s—
complete with chugging, leering tunes
like “Silicone Grown” and "Ooh La
La”—Rod was also confronted by
mellow, slow grinders like “If I’m On
The Late Side" and “Just Another
Honky;" and the beat slowed even
more for “Glad and Sorry.” While
Ron Wood and the boys had turned
out the bouncing rockers, it became
apparent that Ronnie Lane had penned
a set of instrumentals and lyrics that
were laid back and romantic.
Keyboard man Ian McLagan read
ily admitted that the band had two
types of numbers—“the rockers that
steam along and are good for the
stage and then the low down, quiet
sort of things.” Ian went on to ex
plain that Rod had always exerted a
strong folk/soul influence over the
band, and that the lanky lad’s folky
softness had finally mellowed the
Faces hard driving sound. “I don’t
think Rod’s satisfied just singing rock
’n roll,” Ian admitted “I like to hear
him rock ’n roll, but his voice has got
so much subtlety, as well . . .”
Lane takes a bow: Rod had always
had one foot in the folk/blues-based
world. As a high school boy, he had
played harmonica and guitar, singing
and strumming a few simple chords in
the tradition of the early American
folk artists. At peace marches in Lon
don he often chanted folk tunes
through the streets. And even his very
first tour, back in the early Sixties,
found him travelling through Spain
and France with folk singer Wiz
Jones. With that musical heritage, it
seemed natural that Rod would widen
the dimensions of the band’s music
by including the touches of folk and
soul (for months, he drove his girl
friend crazy by pretending to sound
black). But he has had a partner in
writing the songs that have carried
The Faces in the soft direction—bass
ist Ronnie Lane.
Last summer, Ronnie decided to
plunge into songwriting with a pas-
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sion. He was worried about his talent
as a bassist—until he took his family
and friends on a camping trip through
out Ireland in his mobile home. Play
ing acoustic guitar by night in tiny
Irish pubs with sawdust on the floors
and a beery throng applauding (he
was usually paid in drinks) convinced
the fragile musician that as a bassist
he was limited . . . but as a song
writer he could aim for the moon. He
decided he could reach more people
by writing his own music and tak
ing it to the townspeople who might
never hear The Faces. “It’s not what
you do it’s how you do it," he told
close friends. “It’s easy preaching our
music to the converted, but it should
entertain everybody.”
Months later, while sequestered in
his private farmhouse on the Spanish
isle of Ibiza, Ronnie began writing
some of the tunes that would give
Ooh La La a facelift. His strong faith
in guru Meher Baba influenced such
philosophical numbers as “Glad and
Sorry," and the song literally over
flowed with a melting, peaceful feel
ing:
Ron Wood: Ron told one reporter how
Rod. Ronnie Lane, and producer Glyn
Johns had to persuade him to make a
vocal debut on “Ooh Ua La.**

«<■

Thank you kindly for thinking of
me
If I’m not smiling I’m just
thinking .. .
Can you show me a dream
Can you show me one that's better
than mine
Can you stand it in the cold light
of day
Neither can I. . .
Writing with Rod: Then Lane join
ed forces with Rod (who had written
the words to five of the ten tunes on
the new LP himself and constructed
the melancholy, quiet “Flags and
Banners," a “Mandolin Wind" sound
ing melody that, some friends say, re
volved around Ronnie’s turbulent
dreams. He had suffered from night
mares during one tour of America,
envisioning people in hotel rooms
reaching out to talk to him. In “Flags
and Banners,” the romantic, surreal
lyrics revolve around a nightmare
that seems to be about the death of
a loved one during a war.
Ronnie’s “Just Another Honky”
added to the growing collection of

pensive tunes. On the surface, it
seems a simple song about freedom:

You can go if you want to
I don’t own you, go be wild
Leave my hand, it’s wide open
So's the door evermore . . .
But, in reality, the tune states Ron
nie’s personal conflict between his
urge to roam the world in a camper
with his friends and family and his
desire to be a more perfect musician.
He says “I’m tired of leading a
double life—travelling and making
music—that leaves me missing out on
both. Here I am trying to split things
by being a jet set rock ’n roller and
living a normal life. Neither are
bringing me much satisfaction, so I
might as well say, ‘All right, I’m in a
band and I’m going tb be on the road
and make that my life.’ ’’ But secretly,
Ronnie confides, he’d like to see more
of the United States than jetports and
Holiday Inns, and he longs for the
day when he can join an auto caravan
across the country. “I am what you
are and I’m running too,” he wrote,
“all for the open prairie.”
Leering Faces: While the mellow
tunes might be attributed to Ron and
Rod’s influence, the good time rock
’n roll tunes on Ooh La La stem
strictly from the crazy minds of all
the Faces. Their original idea for the
LP, reveals Ron Wood, was a Parisian

Can Can theme, and their original al
bum title was How You Gonna Keep
’Em Down On The Farm After
They've Seen Paree? But one night,
as the band was rehearsing for a
gig in Wichita, Rod suddenly shout
ed at his cohorts, "Ooh La La,
that’s it! That’ll be the title of the
LP!” “There’s a continental feel about
the album,” explained Ron Wood
(Woody to his friends) after he made
his vocal debut singing the title tune.
And the lecherous French face on the
LP’s cover best portrays the nature
of some of the juicier tunes inside—
“Silicone Grown,” about a girl who
wanted a little extra help that Mother
Nature couldn’t offer; or “Ooh La
La,” the bounding saga of a man
who learns too late the dangers of
love when he falls under the spell of
the beguiling Can Can girls.
Ron Wood, sitting beside his beau
tiful wife Chris in their new 17th
century Richmond house, stops puffing
at his cigarette long enough to sum
up the differences between this album
and the two previous Faces LP’s. “The
new LP is different from Rod and
The Faces,” he emphasizes. “We’ve
used a lot of slow reverb on the gui
tar, slowly turning over the numbers.
And the piano is nicely featured es
pecially on numbers like “Ooh La
La.” Melody is the key . . . there’s a
lot more of it than on the Faces al
bums in the past. The majority of it
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MUSIC
is done with a more mellow feel.”
Noticeably missing from the Faces’
LP is the odd live track, explains
Woody, which always seemed to jut
out like a sore thumb. But the band
paid a price for tying the LP to
gether in one studio—it took so long
to finish! Says Woody, “Rod had bare
ly finished making his solo LP when
we went into the studios to start mak
ing this one. He was exhausted so we
started without him. And then the
studios weren’t always available, so
we had to wait for them.” And two
major tours—of Britain and the U.S.
—ipterrupted again. "We were workina in
in cnncmc
cave
ing
spasms,”” ho
he says.

put now that the spasms have end
ed, the five Faces are ready to pat
themselves on the back. Rod says
the new LP’s “great” and talks of
slowing down his solo work to devote
more time to the band. And Ron
Wood sums up the entire group’s feel
ings. He slowly wanders down the
stairs of his house to the area where
workmen are converting old servants’
quarters into a private recording stu
dio. He quickly glances across the hall
at a room lined with guitars—the
room where Woody and Pete Town
shend rehearsed with Eric Clapton be
fore the reluctant superstar’s January
concert. “I think it’s the best album
so far for The Faces,” he reflects.
“This is the year the Faces—all five
of us—will be on top.”
•

Send Letters to:
Letters to the Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
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Letters
BOWIE OUR SAVIOR?
After having experienced both
American and British rock sounds, we
have reached the conclusion that
American music is stagnant. The U.S.
has only teeny-bopper idols, such as
Donny Osmond. Are we regressing
to “The Twelfth 6f Never?” Since
seeing David Bowie’s Philadelphia
concert, we feel that he is the undis
puted “Master” of modem rock. Peo
ple who have never gotten into Brit
ish “glam-rock” are missing out on
a really fantastic experience.
Bowie’s show was the most exciting
one that we have ever seen. He came
through to the audience as a very del
icate, sensitive and beautiful person.
Bowie seemed pleasantly surprised
when the entire audience rushed to
the stage to boogie for “Suffragette
City.” At the conclusion of the con
cert, Bowie tenderly kissed a specta
tor and handed her a rose. Would
Cooper have “lowered” himself to do
such a natural thing? Look out,
greasers of America, the British are
here!!
D.L., M.H., H.E.
Maryland, USA
ALICE LIVES ON
Recently my friends and I went to
see Alice Cooper in concert and I tell
you it was a blast. From the time
Alice and the group came out onto
the field in their Rolls Royce till they
sang the last notes of “School’s Out,”
the whole place was jumpin’.
You people who hate Alice can
go and watch Donny Osmond stand
onstage and throw you kisses and
all that girly stuff, but if you
want to see hard rocking, snake in
fested blood hangings and more, then
go see Alice Cooper in concert. Alice
lives on. Get Alice’s new album Bil
lion Dollar Babies—it’s great. . .
‘Wang,’ John, Jabbar
Pennsylvania

WILL THE REAL EDGAR...
Seeing Edgar Winter on the cover
of your February issue was a com
plete surprise for me. I have been an
Edgar Winter freak for about four
years, ever since Entrance got its
first rave review. It’s really nice to
see a musician come from practically
the unknown to getting a cover of one
of the world’s leading rock magazines.
Your article was a great relief, too!
You see, a few friends of mine who
knew I liked Edgar’s music busted
my balls about his new album cover.
For about two months, I had to keep
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saying, “He ain’t like that, for Christ’s
sake, I should know!” So I had called
up Edgar’s mother in Beaumont,
Texas, and she told me Edgar wasn’t
like that at all. Then' your article
proved it, so thanks a lot. Please keep
us informed of Edgar’s plight. By
the way, the best way to appreciate
Edgar Winter is in concert . . . Winter
Power!!
Norman Mowry
No. Providence, Rhode Island

OUT OF FOCUS
I just finished reading your article
in the April issue on Focus. In the
article they said they were talented
and wanted to play music to audi
ences’ who really appreciate it. They
also want their music to make people
happy. I saw them in concert at a
place called The Sunshine Inn in As
bury Park, New Jersey. It’s quite a
small place. They played less than an
hour and were extremely self-indul
gent, directionless and plain old noisy.
I also listened to their live concert
from New York’s Philharmonic Hall.
They played longer and put a lot more
into the show—it was quite good. Ap
parently they only have to be talented,
appreciated and make audiences hap
py when they play sizable concert
halls. Little places like the Sunshine
Inn don’t deserve their best. I feel total
musicians should play their best to
every audience regardless of its size.
I will never go to see Focus again
because I feel I was cheated and I
don’t consider them total musicians.
Kathi Hoffman
Jersey City, New Jersey
TULL TOPPLES MOODIES?
SEZ WHO!________________
In reading your March issue of
Circus, I was quite surprised at some
of the letters you received. I think
that the person who wrote the letter
(saying that Tull toppled the Moodies
in concert) should see if his head
is on right. In the first place, you
can’t judge the Moody Blues or Ian
Anderson by what they do onstage.
It would be better to judge them on
the music they play, rather than the
time they spend tuning up. If the
Moody Blues want to tune up onstage,
let them. Besides, you want to hear
good music don’t you? So what if Ian
Anderson plays for an hour and a
half? What does he deserve, a gold
medal? Hardly! Let’s just get one
thing straight, don’t judge anyone by
what they do onstage . . . it’s their
music that counts. ... I like the

Moody Blues a lot better than Ian
Anderson and I also have a lot of
friends who think the same way. Keep
the good music coming, Moodies!
Jenny Harrison
Lansing, Michigan
MOM’S TWISTIN’ WITH ROD
My fifty-five year old mother digs
Rod Stewart. It happened one day
while in my room; she slipped Never
A Dull Moment on the eight-track.
She doesn’t dig Rod so much as she
digs his voice and music. When I slip
on a Stewart tape, she starts “twistin
the night away.” It’s something when
a woman her age dances to Stewart
music. “Kid,” she said to me, “if
Rod Stewart comes to Cincinnati,
that’s one concert I won’t miss.”
Julie Ann Witt
Norwood, Ohio

HOPPING MAD OVER HEEP
I can’t figure out my feelings for
Ed Kelleher. His record reviews drive
me crazy. First I thought he was pret
ty sharp when I read the review of
Deep Purple’s new album, Who Do
We Think We Are. But when I turned
the page, he threw this rot at me
about Uriah Heep’s new album being
a piece of wasted wax. I am an avid
fan of Heep and have been since
Look At Yourself, but I have never
seen a bad review of one of their al
bums. Even Look at Yourself was
given better reviews than Magician’s
Birthday (I have seen one review of
it in another rock mag that said it
was excellent). I have seen these guys
in concert in Berkeley and they com
pletely stole the show from headliner
Savoy Brown, who was great anyway.
Believe me, it may be their best al
bum, execpt for Demons and Wizards.
Ken Hensley is also one of the best
rock writers around, and Dave Byron
happens to have a great voice that
can go very high or very low and any
where in between. Besides that, he
writes good songs too! To have the
nerve to say that “Sweet Lorraine”
and “Rain” are the only good cuts
on the album is nonsense! The title
track has one of the best wah-wah
solos I’ve heard since Hendrix split;
and “Sunrise” is a great rocker rem
iniscent of “Easy Livin’.” Well, Ed?
What do you say?
Andy Clark
Millbrae, California
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FOURTH WISHBONE ASH
ABSOLUTE SMASH!
WISHBONE FOUR MCA-327 ARGUS DL7-3347
PILGRIMAGE DL7-5295 WISHBONE ASH DL7-5249
The Smashing Spring Wishbone Tour:

i:.

March 29 Toronto, Canada
March 30 Ottawa, Canada
March 31 Kitchener, Canada
April 1 London, Canada
April 3 Columbus, 0.
April 4 Dayton, 0.
Aprils Cincinnati, 0.1
April6 Detroit, Mich.
April 7 South Bend, Ind.
April 8 Indianapolis, Ind.
April 10 La Crosse, Wis.
April 11 Minn., Minn.
April 12 Des Moines, La.

April 20 Shreveport, La.
April 21 Baton Rouge, La.
April 22 New Orleans, La.
April 26 Atlanta, Ga.
April 27 Memphis, Tenn.
April 28 Mobile, Ala.
April 29 Birmingham, Ala.
May 10 Rochester, N.Y.
May 11 Philadelphia, Pa.
May 12 N.Y.C., N.Y.
May 13 Buffalo, N.Y.
May 16 St. Louis, Mo.
May 18 Miami, Fla.
May 19 lacksonville, Ha.
May 20 .Tampa, Fla.
May 22' Albuquerque. NJ4.
May 23 ■ Colorado Springs, Colo.
May 26 PorttorW.Ore.

national Scenes
NEW YORK
MAY 15
Hofstra
University
JIM
DAWSON
(Hempstead)
MAY 17
University of Buffalo
ELLEN MclLWAINE (Buffalo)
MAY 18
Nassau Coliseum — FRANK ZAPPA &
THE MOTHERS OF INVENTION (Uniondale,
L. I.)
MAY 18-19
Concert
........... BRIDGE (BrookBROOKLYN
lyn)
Academy of Music — THE ROGER MeGUINN BAND (NYC)
MAY 19
Concert — DRIFTERS (Bronx)
MAY 20
Philharmonic Hall — DOC WATSON (NYC)
MAY 22-23
Carnegie Hall — SEALS & CROFTS (NYC)
MAY 26
Central Park — CAROLE KING (NYC)
Concert — BROOKLYN BRIDGE (Yonkers)
MAY 26-27
Felt Forum — DEEP PURPLE (NYC)
Felt Forum — RORY GALLAGHER (NYC)

Concert — GRASS ROOTS (Buffalo)
MAY 29
Madison Square Garden — HUMBLE PIE
(NYC)
MAY 30
Felt Forum — DEEP PURPLE/RORY GALLAGHER (NYC)
JUNE 1
Concert
BROOKLYN BRIDGE (White
Plains)
JUNE 3
Madisc>on Square Gaden — ALICE COOPER
(NYC)
JUNE 16
Madison
Square
Garden
JOHNNY
WINTER (NYC)
JUNE 22-23
Academy of Music
SAVOY BROWN
(NYC)
CALIFORNIA

MAY 15-20
Troubadoi>ur — MERRY CLAYTON (LA)
MAY 18
Sports Arena — CARPENTERS (San Diego)
MAY 19
Bridges
Auditorium
CARPENTERS
(Clarei
(Claremont)
------- 20
MAY
2
Civi.
de Auditorium — CARPENTERS (Bakersfield)
MAY 22-27
Boarding House — MERRY CLAYTON (San
Francisco)
MAY 23
Seiland Arena — CARPENTERS (Fresno)
MAY 24-28
Concert — CARPENTERS (San Carlos)
MAY 25
Anaheim
.1 Convention Center
PROCOL
HARUM (L"
:la)
MAY 25-28
Knotts Berry Farm — PAUL REVERE &
THE RAIDERS (LA)
MAY 26
Concert — PROCOL HARUM (LA)
MAY 28
Concert — LED ZEPPELIN (San Diego)
MAY 30-31
Concert — LED ZEPPELIN (LA)
JUNE 1
Inglewood Forum — CAROLE KING (LA)
JUNE 2
Concert — GLENCOE/WISHBONE ASH
(San Diego)
JUNE 2-3
JUNEC3 rt — LED ZEPPELIN (San Francisco)

Municipal Auditorium
CAROLE KING
(San Francisco)
JUNE 5-17
Concert — RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK (San
Francisco)
JUNE 22
Concert — RAHSAAN
ROLAND
KIRK
(Oakland)
JUNE 23
Concert — RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK (Los
Angeles)
ALABAMA
MAY 19
Concert — TRAPEZE (Birmingham)
JUNE 14
Concert — PROCOL HARUM (Birmingham)
JUNE 17
PROCOL
Whiting Armory Auditorium
HARUM (Mobile)
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FLORIDA

JUNE 24
Municipal Auditorium
CARPENTERS
(Birmingham)
JUNE 25-30
Concert — BROOKLYN BRIDGE (Birming
ham)

ARIZONA
MAY 18
Arizona Coliseum — STEELY DAN (Phoe
nix)
Concert — GORDON LIGHTFOOT (Phoenix)
Concert — DAVID HOUSTON (Window
Rock)
MAY 19
Concert — GORDON LIGHTFOOT (Tucson)
MAY 20
Coliseum
BREAD (Phoenix)
MAY 30
Concert — PROCOL HARUM (Tucson)
MAY 31
Concert
PROCOL HARUM (Phoenix)
“
JUNE 3
PROCOL HARUM (Phoenix)

ARKANSAS

MAY 18
Concert — SANCTUARY (Fort Smith)
Concert — TRAPEZE (Little Rock)
JUNE 12
Robinson Memorial Auditorium — PROCOL
HARUM (Little Rock)
COLORADO

MAY 16
Mesa College — FLASH CADILLAC & CON
TINENTAL KIDS (Grand Junction)
MAY 18-19
Coliseum — ALICE COOPER (Denver)

Concert Dotes
For Alice Cooper
and Led Zep!!

MAY 18
Concert — WISHBONE ASH/GLENCOE
(Miami)
MAY 19
Coliseum — DEEP PURPLE/WISHBONE
ASH/GLENCOE (Jacksonville)
M^tad?um — DEEP PURPLE/WISHBONE

ASH/GLENCOE (Tampa)
MAY 29-JUNE 11
Newport — BUCK RAM
ami)

PLATTERS (Ml-

GEORGIA
Coliseum — DEEP PURPLE (Atlanta)
Concert — BILLY PRESTON (Atlanta)
MAY 25
Concert — PHAEDRA (Swainsboro)
JUNE 1
Concert — DAVID HOUSTON (Macon)
JUNE 2
Concert — DAVID' HOUSTON (Lavonia)
JUNE 25
Civic Center Auditorium — CARPENTERS
(Atlanta)
ILLINOIS
Auditorium — FRANK ZAPPA & THE
MOTHERS OF INVENTION (Chicago)
MAY 18
RARE
Southern
Illinois
University
EARTH (Edwardsville)
St. Patrick High School — WILDERNESS
ROAD (Chicago)
CAROLE KING
Arie Crown Theatre
(Chicago)
MAY 29
Concert — BLACK SABBATH (Chicago)
JUNE 5-6
Concert — DEEP PURPLE (Chicago)
Ihealre — BILLY PRESTON (ChiAmphltheatr
cago)
JUNE 9
Concert — DAVID HOUSTON (Summit)
JUNE 15-16
Concert — EMERSON. LAKE AND PALMjun^18-21O>
JUN^lVC^"” BROOKLYN BRIDGE (Chicago)

JUMHI 1Run Theatre — LILY TOMLIN (Chi

cago)
JUNE 22
Concert — DAVID HOUSTON (Peoria)
JUNE 23
L
v
Concert — DAVID HOUSTON (Petersburg)
INDIANA

MAY 23
Concert — GLENCOE (Colorado Springs)
MAY 24
Concert — GLENCOE (Ft. Collins)
MAY 25
Concert — LED ZEPPELIN (Denver)
MAY 31
Redrock Amphitheatre
CAROLE KING
(Denver)
JUNE 13
Broadmoor Theatre — GLADYS KNIGHT &
THE PIPS (Colorado Springs)
JUNE 18-23
Piccadilly — BUCK RAM PLATTERS (Den
ver)
JUNE 24
Merry-Go-Round — BUCK RAM PLATTERS
(Colorado Springs)

MAY 18
Concert — GRASS ROOTS (Indianapolis)
JUNE 8
BILLY PRESTON
Roberts Stadium
(Evansville)
IOWA

JUNE 25-30
Holiday
Iday li
Inn
(Des C
Moines)
’

—

BUCK

RAM

PLATTERS

KANSAS

JUNE
J
Memorial
imorial

.....

Auditorium — PROCOL HARUM
(Kansas City)
Clt
JUNE 6
Century 2 — PROCOL HARUM (Wichita)
KENTUCKY

CONNECTICUT
MAY 16
Concert — ROBERT KLEIN (West Haven)
MAY 19
Coliseum — FRANK ZAPPA & THE MOTH
ERS OF INVENTION (New Haven)
MAY 25
Concert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (Hartford)
MAY 27
Concert — BROOKLYN BRIDGE (Fairfield)
MAY 30
Central Connecticut State College
DRIFTERS (New Britain)

LOUISIANA
JUNE 15-16
PROCOL HARUM (New
Warehouse
Orleans)
JUNE 22
(Lake
CARPENTERS
Auditorium
Charles)
JUNE 23
. Hlrsch Coliseum — CARPENTERS (Shreve
port)

MARYLAND

DELAWARE
JUNE 30
Concert — DAVID HOUSTON (Clayton)

WASHINGTON, D.C.
MAY 22
Constitution Hall
(Washington)
M*Y 24
Concert — GRASS

JUNE 1
Concert — KRIS KRISTOFFERSON (Louisville)

BILLY
ROOTS

PRESTON

.
(Washington)

MAY 23
Concert — GRASS ROOTS (Baltimore)
MAY 24
CAROLE
Merriweather Post Pavilion
KING (CambridiIge)
MAY 25
Civic Center — RORY GALLAGHER (Baltlmore)
Civic Cei..„,
inter — DEEP PURPLE (Baltimore)
JUNE 1-2
Concert — DRIFTERS (Waldorf)

Very few albums in recent memory have been so
eagerly awaited as this one. Jeff Beck,Tim Bogert and Carmine Appice.
For four years these three musicians have longed to put
this group together. Now they are together.
Jeffs guitar licks are some of the hottest he’s ever
recorded.With the equally formidable talents ofTim Bogert on bass
and Carmine Appice on drums, they tear through a savage version of
“Superstition”plus many tunes they wrote precisely for this album.
Beck, Bogert and Appice.Together at last, as a group
and on an incredible new album.
^Gwnre

including:
Black Cat Moan
Superstition/Sweet Sweet Surrender
I'm So Proud/Why Should I Care

• •inc- u>*c«aro

■i

tu

wm m u■ *
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^Concert — QUICKSILVER
JUNE 29-JULY
IUL' 1
Merriweather
Post
ath<
TERS (Columbia)

(Columbia)

~
Pavilion

—

JUNE 30
Concert — B. B. KING (Hampton)

CARPEN

JUNE™ — ALICE COOPER (Toledo)

Music Hall — CAROLE KING (Dallas)
MAY 16
Concert — LED ZEI
ZEPPELIN (Houston)
Hofhelnz Pavilion -—
— CAROLE KING (Houston)
MAY 17-20
Liberty Hall — RORY GALLAGHER (Hous
ton)
MAY 18
Concert — LED ZEPPELIN (Dallas)
MAY 19
Concert — LED ZEPPELIN (Ft. Worth)
MAY 22
Concert — LED ZEPPELIN (San Antonio)
MAY 24-27
Concert — JERRY JEFF WALKER (Kerrville)
MAY 25
Concert — DAVID HOUSTON (Kemp)
MAY 26
Concert
*....................
HOUSTON (San AnDAVID
tonlo)
MAY 27
Concert — DAVID HOUSTON (Auijstin)
Folk Festival — TOWNES VAN 5ZANDT
(Kerrville)
JUNE 8-9
Music IHall — PROCOL HARUM (Houston)
JUNE 10
University of Texas — PROCOL HARUM
(Arlington)
JUNE 25-30
LILY TOMLIN (Dallas)
Fairmont Hotel

JUNaEl{22 24* — CURT,S MAYFIELD (Dayton)

UTAH

NEW MEXICO

MASSACHUSETTS

MAY 19
M^Concert — DAVID HOUSTON (Gallup)

MAY

MAY>r'2^rt — GLENCOE (Albuquerque)

jslc Hall — CAROLE KING (Boston)
MU!
MAY L
jslc Hall — DEEP PURPLE (Boston)
Mil!
JUNE
Gar
irdens — ALICE COOPER (Boston)

Concert — WISHBONE ASH (Albuquerque)
University of New Mexico — LED ZEPPEUN^AIbuquerque)
Concert — WISHBONE ASH (Albuquerque)

MICHIGAN

MAY 15-16
Concert — GRASS ROOTS (Detroit)
MAY 18
GUESS
Michigan Technical Institute
WHO (Houghton)
MAY 19
GUESS
Masonic Temple Auditorium
WHO (Detroit)
MAY 20-21
Brewery — VINEGAR JOE (East Lansing)
MAY 23-24
Cobo Hall — HUMBLE PIE (Detroit)
MAY 23-27
Concert — VINEGAR JOE (Detroit)
MAY 28
Outdoor Park
CAROLE KING (Pine
Knob)
JUNE 8-9
MANFRED MANN
Ma;ionic Auditorium
(Detro
JUNEZ 11
Conce.K
-cert — BILLY PRESTON (Detroit)
JUNE
L 2?
21
~ie Knob Theatre — QUICKSILVER (De
Pint
troit)
JUNE ;
Pine» Knob Theatre — QUICKSILVER (Detroit)

SX)n

--- 27

MINNESOTA

MAY 30
Metropolitan Sports
Center
COOPER (Minneapolis)
JUNE 7
Civic Center
MANFRED
Paul)

ALICE
MANN

(St.

NORTH CAROLINA

™AY
MA
’ 16
Concert
(Lewisburg)
MAY 20
Concert

BROWNSVILLE
TRAPEZE

STATION

(Asheville)

OHIO

MAY 20
MAY *26 11 — GRASS ROOTS (Dayton)
JUN°EnCiert — KRIS KRISTOFFERSON (Berea)

Concert
nati)

—

BROOKLYN

BRIDGE (Cincin

OKLAHOMA
JUNE 7
Music Hall — PROCOL HARUM (Oklahoma
City)

OREGON
MAY 23
Paramount Theatre
PROCOL HARUM
(Portland)
MAY 25
Memorial Coliseum
ALICE COOPER
(Portland)
MAY 27
■■JNE1^1 — GLENCOE (Portland)
JUICcxictFrt — WISHBONE ASH (Portland)

MISSOURI
MAY 16
Cor.
incert
WISHBONE ASH (St. Louis)
MAY 229
CAROLE KING (St.
KielI Auditorium
Louis)

MAY 19
Concert — GRASS ROOTS (Wilkes Barre)
^Spectrum — CAROLE KING (Philadelphia)
MAY "25 26— GRASS ROOTS (Pittsburgh)

MONTANA

MAY 25
Montana
(Bozeman)

PENNSYLVANIA

State

University

GLENCOE

NEBRASKA
JUNE 23
Concert — WISHBONE

ASH

(Lincoln)

NEVADA

MAY 15-28
Sahara Hotel — EVERLY BROTHERS (Las
Vegas)
MAY 16-30
Concert — B. B. KING (Las Vegas)
MAY 20
Concert — ALICE COOPER (Las Vegas)
MAY 27
Ice Palace — PROCOL HARUM (Las Ve
gas)
JUNE 16
jnvention Center
Con
RARE EARTH (Las
Vegas
____ Z21JULY 4
JUNE
Caesar’s Palace — PAUL ANKA (Las Ve-

18
JUNE 21-JULY I
”
PAUL REVERE & THE RAID
Flamingo — P>
ERS (Las Vegas)
NEW JERSEY

MAY 17
Concert — BROOKLYN BRIDGE (Nutley)
MAY 21
Concert — RORY GALLAGHER (Morrlstown)
MAY 25
k FUNKADELIC & PARLIAMENT
Concert —
(Asbury

g’rufcjXSS}* - ROBERT

KLEIN -------MAY 31
Concert — BROOKLYN BRIDGE (Wayne)
JUNE 8
Concert ■—■ BROOKLYN BRIDGE (West Paterson)
JUNE 9
Concert —- DRIFTERS (Cookstown)
JUNE 29.
DAVID HOUSTON (Browns
Concert —
MlIllis)
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Spectrum — DAVID HOUSTON (Philadelphia)
MAY 29
2001 Club — RORY GALLAGHER (Plttsburgh)
MAY 31
Civic Arena
BILLY PRESTON (Pittsburgh)
JUNE 3
JUNEe2dlV24 — B,LLY PRESTON (Nazareth)

Main Point — DOC WATSON (Philadelphia)
JUNE 20-23
Bijou — BLOOD. SWEAT & TEARS (Phila
delphia)
JUNE 23
Concert — COMPTON BROTHERS (Phila
delphia)
RHODE ISLAND
MAY 15
Civic Center — GUESS WHO (Providence)
MAY 20
Civic Center — FRANK ZAPPA & THE
MOTHERS OF INVENTION (Providence)
MAY 23
Civic Center — DEEP PURPLE (Providence)
Civic Center — BILLY PRESTON (Provi
dence)

SOUTH CAROLINA

MAY 19
Concert — DOUG
NUTS (Bennettesvllle)

CLARK

&

THE

HOT

TENNESSEE
MAY 27
Conce
"cert. — TRAPEZE (Memphis)
JUNE 3
Oory Lai• nd — DAVID HOUSTON (Nashville)
JUNE 13
Ellie Auditorium
PROCOL HARUM
(Memphis)
JUNE 26
CARPENTERS
Memorial Auditorium
(Chattanooga)
JUNE 27
Coliseum — CARPENTERS (Knoxville)
TEXAS
MAY 15

MAY 19
Salt Palace — BREAD (Salt Lake City)
Salt Palace — STEELY DAN (Salt Lake
Citv)
MAY 26
Concert — LED ZEPPELIN (Salt Lake City)

VIRGINIA
MAY 18
Concert — DOUG CLARK & THE HOT
NUTS (Hampton)
MAY 20
Tidewater Commur
mlty College — RARE
FARTH (Portsmouth)
JUNE 8-10
Music Festival — DOC WATSON (Culpep
per)
JUNE 22
Concert
COMPTON BROTHERS (Fort
Lee)
JUNE 28
Coliseum
CARPENTERS (Roanoke)
JUNE 29
KIRK
ROLAND
Concert
RAHSAAN
(Hampton)
WASHINGTON

MAY 22
PROCOL HARUM
Paramount Theatre
(Seattle)
MAY 26
Concert •— GLENCOE (Seattle)
Coliseumi — ALICE COOPER (Seattle)
JUNE 25
Concert
WISHBONE ASH Seattle)
WISCONSIN

MAY 18-20
Concert
jnce — VINEGAR JOE (Milwaukee)
MAYr 31
”
A-e
rena — ALICE COOPER (Milwaukee)
JUNE
IE 8
Coi
oncert — DAVID HOUSTON (Post Lake)

CANADA
MAY 16
Concert — PROCOL HARUM (Saskatoon)
MAY 17
Concert — PROCOL HARUM (Regina)
MAY 18
Concert — PROCOL HARUM (Edmonton.
Alberta)
MAY 19
Concert — PROCOL HARUM (Calgary. Alberta)
MAY 20
Concert — PROCOL HARUM (Vancouver,
B.C.)
B.C
MA’ 27
MAY
Pacific National Coliseum — ALICE COOP
ER (Vancouver, B.C.)
MAY 30
Concert — JETHRO TULL (Toronto, Ont.)
MAY 31
Concert — JETHRO TULL (Ottawa, Ont.)
JUNE 1
Colisle Aud. JETHRO TULL (Quebec
City)
JUNE 2
The Forum — JETHRO TULL (Montreal,

Que.)

JUNE 13
Jubilee Auditoi
idltorlum — LILY TOMLIN (Edmonton. Alberta)
JUNE 14
Jubilee Auditorium — LILY TOMLIN (Cal
gary. Alberta)
JUNE 20
Massey Hall
MANFRED MANN (Toronto, Ont.)

oster included in album)

HOME MOVIES

DAVID BOWIE
ROLLING STONES
BEATLES - CHUCK BERRY
ALICE COOPER - ELVIS
NEWSREEL FILMS

FREE! You will receive a catalog with every one of your orders. And now, as a special
offer to you, we have available a BEATLE Poster from one of their last recording sessions
for only $2.00. See below.
PLEASE WRITE FOR CATALOGUE ON SUPER 8 SOUND OR 16MM SOUND MOVIES

ELVIS - 100’|^ecrk8\wrh';e8 ROLLING STONES 100’ BEATLES - 2OO’£*S$£
D O Don't Be Cruel
DO Love Me Tender
O Elvis Newsreel

BEATLES — 100’ J*
DO Tell Me Why
REEL
D O She Loves You
D O Beatles Before Becoming Famous
'What I Say"
D O Let It Be
D O Portrait of Paul
D O Beatles News Conference
D O John Loves Yoko -Mrs. Lennon
DO Ringo Starr-Sentimental Journey
D O Live at Shea Stadium
D O New Look Beatles
D O Around the World w/John & Yoko
DO I'm Down
D O Ticket to Ride
D O Hey Jude
D O Yellow Submarine
D O Beatles at Hollywood Bowl
D O Beatles Meet Royalty
D O The Princess and the Beetles
D O Best Scene In "Hard Day’s Night"
D O Behind Scenes in "Hard Day's Night"
D O Behind Scenes in "Help"
D O All My Loving
D O Can't Buy Me Love
DO Dance With Me
D O John Saint Clare
D O BANG LA DESH - Madison Square
Garden BE THERE
O Harrison & Shankar

I

D O Rolling Stones 2nd Concert Tour
DO Close-Ups of Mick
D O Rolling Stones Love In Vain
DO Rolling Stones Honky Tonk Woman
D O Rolling Stones Cool It By the Pool
D O Rolling Stones Riot in Fresno
O O Rolling Stones, Beatles & Byrds
D O Brown Sugar Part I
D O Brown Sugar Part II
D O Fighting In The Streets Port I
D O Fighting In The Streets Part II

MISCELLANEOUS -100'

DAVID BOWIE - 100’
DO Janie Janie

GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
- 100’
D O Flight of Phoenix

ALICE COOPER - 100’
DO School's Out

REEL

POCO - 100 FT.
□O OLD TIME FEVER

CHUCK BERRY - 100’
D O Johnny Be Good

THE WHO - 100’
D O Join Together In The Band

BE SURE TO CHECK THE CORRECT BOX (SMM OoR SUPER iMM O) O JJIJgjJo*
MOVIE BUYS - Box 1604, Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y? 10017
PLEASE SEND ME THE FILM(S) I HAVE CHECKED IN THE COUPON.
PRICES: Reg. $6.95 - Super $7.95 - Color $8.96. 200': Reg. 8 $10.00 - Super ■ SliOO.
I have enclosed peyment of S
DCaah
Chack d Money Order
/ have added SI to cover pottage ‘nd handling. Cl Add S2 for foreign order*.
NAME,

D O Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young
D O Three Ooq Niqht
D O David Cassidy
D O Herman and Hermits

$8.96
ODAVID BOWIE
DO PAUL, LINDA SWINGS singing
Mary Had A Little Lamb
OOJOHN LENNON - Hound Dog
D O BEATLES - Help
D O BEATLES at Hollywood Bowl
DO DAVID CASSIDY
DOALICE COOPER
DOCHUCK BERRY
D O ROLLING STONES TOUR

Fantastic
Special

$7.95
FREE BEATLE FILM
WITH ARGUS VIEWERHII
Um this greet Argue Viewer to we Beetlee
or any other MMM or SUPER 8MM Film
eny piece you gol No electricity or ettachmente needed. Carry It In your purw or
pocket, It goee where you go.

NAME

CITY
STATE.

Z/R.

REEL

COLOR 50’ MOVIES

ADDRESS.

ADDRESS.
CITY

DO Highlites of a Hard Day's Night Special
DO Beatles on Tour
D O Beatles Medal Story
D O Rolling Stones on Tour

STATE

ZIP.

ANDROLL

r

'■

You’ve never heard anything
like it before.
Argent’s new album,“In Deep.”
It opens with a thunderous hymn
to rock and roll. And then continues
to pound its way through some of
the most startling music Argent's
ever recorded.
Argent never sounded like this
before. No one did.
Argent’s new album,“In Deep?
On Epic Records and Tapes
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If you missed these issues

Plus Grin
Xmas Seals

on your newsstand, send for
your copies now!
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Record Reviews

by Janis Schacht

mischievously between the speakers
on “Money” and a quiet heart beats
at the beginning of “Speak To Me.”
Lyrically, the Floyd are as mad
as ever, but musically they’ve become
a little sedate . . . how very strangel

Gene Clarke, Chris Hillmann, David
Crosby, Roger McGuinn, Michael
Clarke—Byrds (Asylum)

Pink Floyd: Gone are most of the mis

chievous electronic pranks. Welcome mel
low Pink!

Pink Floyd—The Dark Side Of The
Moon (Harvest)
'VTot being a great devotee of the
INI Pink Floyd, it’s rather hard for
me to determine if this album is a
step forward, a step back or a stag
nant nothing. This album is easy to
listen to (many of the earlier albums
weren’t) and it seems to have a vague
similarity to the Moody Blues’ music.
If you check Dark Side Of The
Moon against an earlier Floyd album
with Syd Barrett, it becomes obvious
that the band has passed through
many changes. Without Barrett’s aton
al, off-key singing and curiously intro
spective lyrics, Floyd is almost a
completely different group. There is
still a bit of the old jazz/swing thing,
especially on songs such as “Money.”
But saxophones have virtually replac
ed electronics these days.
The Floyd had been getting more
and more into long concept pieces . . .
so it’s quite a surprise (and a pleas
ant one) to be confronted by ten short
pieces in the guise of a single unit.
Has one of the original underground
progressive bands gone commercial
on us? I can almost hear “Us And
Them” as a single. It comes com
plete with first harmonies, female
back-up voices and the lilting Rick
Wright jazz piano that has always
been one of the Floyd’s most en
dearing features.
Trying to describe the sound of
this new Pink Floyd effort is not easy.
It varies from the wah-wah pedalled
blues of “Money" (where they really
sound like early Savoy Brown) to
soulful choruses by Doris Troy and
Clare Torry on “The Great Gig In
The Sky.” And then there are the
ever-present jazz riffs. It makes a
person wonder if the old electronic
Pink Floyd have become a thing of
the past? Sure, there are the usual
sound effects as coins clink and bounce

L
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Wow is this album a bit of nos
talgia! It reminds me of how good
the original Byrds were, and how
good they still are. Bringing this band
back together again was a really nice
idea, and congratulations are in order.
The album opens with Gene Clark
singing a tune called “Full Circle,"
which is, of course, just what the al
bum is all about-—The Byrds’ reunion.
Clarke was always really great; sadly,
he never made it on his own. Now
back with the Byrds, his old fans
will have a chance to hear him at his
best, and more than likely a lot of
David Crosby fans who never were
into the original Byrds will get to
hear his great talent, too.
The country flavor, the clear and
beautifully executed four part har
monies, the excellent musicianship—
all are present and accounted for.
Seven years have passed, and each
member of the band has passed
through many stages before coming
full circle to this musical reunion.
Only David Crosby has monumentally
zoomed skyward since The Byrds.
The Flying Burrito Brothers, Mannassas, and all of Roger McGuinn’s
temporary Byrd sound-alike bands
all fell into C.S.N.&Y.’s shadow.
I’m not sure what made the Byrds
decide to record Joni Mitchell’s “For
Free” and Neil Young's “Cowgirl In
The Sand.” Though the performances
on both are way above average, I
wonder why these songs were chosen.
It seems that any connection with
the Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young
extravaganza is highly unnecessary
at this particular point in the Byrds’
musical history.
The best of the new songs is Mc
Guinn’s “Bom To Rock And Roll."
It’s here that the “old” Byrds’ sound,
unabashedly shines through. It goes
to prove how good and how timeless
the sound was. even in 1965 when the
band was born. The Byrds were prob
ably one of America’s top three “har
mony” bands of the sixties (the other
two being the Lovin’ Spoonful and The
Buffalo Springfield). This album is a
very special present for original Byrds

fans and for those fans who picked up
on the band or its members after the
group’s demise.

Donovan—Cosmic Wheels (Epic)
Donovan was never an innovator.
He followed trends. In 1964, he imi
tated the folk sounds of British folkie
Bert Jansch and America’s Dylan. In
1967, he jumped on the flower-power
bandwagon, went to a guru and wore
long white gowns. When serious rock
music came into fashion around 1969
and peacenik fads fell into the shad
ows so did Donovan. Now he’s back
on the cosmic bandwagon with his
first album in years. It’s not a bad
record . . . Donovan has never made
a bad record in his life.* In fact, it's
probably his best album since his
1966 Sunshine Superman LP.
With the help of everyone’s favor
ite session musicians—Cozy Powell
(the Jeff Beck Group) Chris Spedding, Bobby Keyes, Jim Horn, Les
ley Duncan, Suzi Quatro and John
“Rabbit" Bundick—Mr. Leitch has
come up with some good rock and
roll music; there’s even one of his
cutesy folk tunes. “The Intergalactic
Laxative” jigs: “Ohl The intergalactic
laxative/will get you from here to
there/Bclieve you and believe me!
Without a worry or a care/If shitting
is your problem when you’re out there
in the stars/The Intergalactic laxa
tive/will get you from here to Mars."
Then there’s the lovely folk bal
lad “I Like You,” which is the kind of
lilting love song that first put Dono
van on the map. It’s naive, well writ
ten, orchestrated, and very mid-period
Donovan . . . reminiscent of some of
the songs on Gift From A Flower To

I

ballads
Donovan: Good
Gmmm romantic --------- -like
-■- the
old days, plus a strong touch of driving
rock and roll mark Donovan’s long over
due new LP.
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Johnny Winter: Winter ends his hiberna
tion with a decidedly uninventive LP. Did
he sleep too long?

A Garden. At any rate, putting all
cynical criticisms aside, it’s really nice
to have the delicate Mr. D. back on
the plastic grooves. He always filled
a very important romantic need. Of
late, Marc Bolan’s been writing the
poetic nonsense lyrics that Donovan
used to; but Bolan’s boogie beat just
doesn’t sound right on a Donovan tune
when Mr. Leitch’s lyrics read “Ma
silver moon lady/she like a choir boy/
hair all a-cloudy/and flying and real.”
Admittedly, it isn’t another “Colours”
or “Catch the Wind,” but it’s good
stuff. If you’re feeling smug, self
satisfied and ready to curl up in a big
over-stuffed chair, choose this record
as background music.

Johnny Winter—Still Alive and Well
(Columbia)

Johnny Winter has the kind of voice
and guitar sound you either hate or
love ... I happen to hate it The
gravelly vocal tones bear such a re
semblance to genuine suffering that
I often worry if he is actually in pain.
The guitar.work, though both fast and
competent, seems without inspiration.
But again, this is all a matter of opin
ion; and after all the fans Winters’
built up over the years, I’m sure it’s
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my ears that are pasted on backwards.
Side one opens with another ver
sion of “Rock Me Baby,” but the
first, last and.only version I ever liked
was the Jeff Beck Group version . . .
only because it cooked instead of
trundled along with bulldozer heavi
ness.
The album is produced by ex-McCoy, ex-White Trasher Rick Derring
er. Derringer’s “Cheap Tequila” is
probably the most interesting track
on the record. Quieter and more mel
odious than usual, Winter’s voice
isn’t nearly as grating.
Most annoying to me is the lack
of imagination. It's all been done be
fore, the same old rock and roll riffs,
from the Allman’s to Ten Years After,
John Mayall and Savoy Brown.
Doesn’t it ever change? Music is sup
posed to be growing up a little . . .
but this album just seems stagnant.
The second most annoying thing is
the lack of original material. Winter
has the reputation for being the great
American rock and roll innovator.
Why, then, is he rehashing material
that’s been done a hundred times be
fore?
With all the truly original stuff
around, this sounds like one great step
backwards for American rock and
roll. Sorry, Johnny Winter fans ... if
you love him, you’ll go out and buy it
anyway . . . right?

sion. By now, you know that the song
was written specifically for B.B.&A.,
but Stevie Wonder released it on his
own before Jeff could. Here it’s given
a driving, hard rock interpretation
and a new set of lyrics, but all the Mo
town feel is gone. This is a plus or a
minus depending on individual tastes.
I prefer Wonder’s horns to the puls
ating, less-slick sound B.B.&A. give
it. It’s sad that things happened the
way they did, because due to the
Wonder version’s overexposure no
one will ever give the Beck copy a
chance.
One highlight of the album is
Carmine’s soft and lilting “Oh To
Love You” (this really is Jeff Beck,
gang, honest!). Harmonically, the
track is well played. The voices cruise
along without ever bruising the ear
drum. It makes for a pleasant change
after all the coarse sounds Beck’s
come up with in the past. The song
actually has a rather blatant Beach
Boys’ feel to it.
Jeff Beck and his new band have
moved out of the blues. All Beck
fans who have been disheartened late
ly should give this new LP a chance.

Beck, Bogert and Appice—Beck,
Bogert and Appice (Epic)

Jeff Beck, easily the most distinctive
and most easily recognizable British
guitarist of the sixties, has always had
a great deal of trouble finding musi
cians to play with who are as talented
and innovative as he is. The best ve
hicle for his stinging guitar was the
Yardbirds, which he inherited rather
than formed. The second best was the
first Jeff Beck Group with Rod Stew
art. But ever since the day Rod went
one way and Beck went the other,
things have been a bit dismal for the
moody guitarist. This new lineup final
ly marks an opening in the clouds.
Ex-Cactus members Bogert and Ap
pice were admitted fans of the guitar
master for years; and so, instead of
tugging the sound into too many differ
ent directions, they have succeeded in
successfully merging their talents.
The result is very reminiscent of the
first album by Cream, and although
the material isn’t nearly as strong,
the sound is smooth flowing, well
paced and excellently executed.
The incredible success of Won
der’s "Superstition” makes it a little
hard to evaluate this new Beck ver
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Beck
Bogert
and AppiceJeff's Back
With
A Bang!

Tim Bogert: On-the-road and hotel hijinks
marked one frenetic tour. First their man
agers piled the boys into two cars and
drove off to the gig in different direc
tions. Then Jeff baited Tim until the bass
ist tore out the sink In Washington’s Hol
iday Inn.

Jeff Beck: “Theatrically exciting and
shocking,” he says of Bowie/Alice glitter
rock groups, “but musically they bore
me. This is where I come from,” he adds,
pointing to soul-mates Carmine Appice
and Tim Bogert.

by Barbara Graustark
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Two years ago, a bored Beck flopped
sleepily over the studio control
panel and dreamed of the perfect band.
But when he finally stumbled out of Electric
Lady Studios at seven a.m. with a tape for
the new Beck, Bogert and Appice LP under
his arm, he knew he had found it.

Tlillowing clouds of smoke belched
D from the black and chrome
Model T roadster parked off to the
side of the stage. The scrawny,
cockatoo-coiffured superstar slung his
white
Telecaster
guitar
lovingly
around his neck and prodded the un
muffled engine with his booted toe.
“When he’s happy, be digs getting into
his car and hot rodding," confided a
lanky, curly haired lad perched on
the car seat, former Vanilla Fudge/
Cactus drummer Carmine Appice. As
Jeff Beck floored the pedal of the
powerful machine and roared across
a quaking stage, his Cheshire cat
grin almost reached both ears.
At Edmunton’s Sundown Theater,
fans stood deliriously dancing in the
aisles. As an excited Rod Stewart hap
pily cheered the band on from the
front row, one British writer frantic
ally scribbled in his notebook, “Beck,
Bogert and Appice’s performance was

one that will be remembered when we
have all gone to the Great PA System
in the sky.” “I don’t ever remember
hearing Jeff play so well,” muttered
a roadie, as the master of iconoclastic
blues/rock guitar ran licks up the
guitar neck like a sleek fox scamper
ing up a tree. Jeff's spurts of guitar
fire, backed by Tim and Carmine’s
throbbing rhythm “made most of your
heavy groups sound like stale bread
soaked in warm milk,” in the words of
one viewer.
Hiding his head: Only one year
earlier, with another band, Jeff had
been spending most of his time hiding
behind amplifiers, insecurely mumbl
ing vocals into the mike, and venting
his frustration at both the audiences
and the band by occasionally missing
performances entirely. Frustrated with
being the focal point of his group, he
still refused to share the spotlight with
anyone else. Yet today, on his new

LP—called simply Beck, Bogert and
Appice (on Epic Records)—leS.
gratefully halts his wailing guitar fire
to allow room for Carmine’s intense
drum beats and Tim’s biting bass line.
He confidently strides to the mike to
wail soulful harmonies with his
cronies, and he’s more than happy to
relinquish the spotlight to Carmine’s
thundering drum solos. What caused
such a drastic change in the eccentric,
erratic Beck? A touch of Vanilla
(Fudge) and Cactus that triggered
the formation of the equilateral tri
angle called Beck, Bogert and Appice.
Jeff calls Appice and Bogert his
“dream” band. But the dream was
four years in the making. He first met
Tim and Carmine in 1967 at London’s
famous club, The Speakeasy, where
the New York-based Vanilla Fudge
were playing. At the time, Beck was
engrossed in pulling together his first
Jeff Beck band with Rod Stewart, but
he vividly recalls being floored by the
psychedelic Motown drive of such
overpowering Fudge classics as the
slow-motion “You Keep Me Hangin’
On.” The music remained in the back
of his mind for over a year while he
rehearsed his own band, which in
cluded Stewart, Mick Waller, Ron
Wood, and Nicky Hopkins. But it
wasn’t until later that year that he
actually played with Tim and Car
mine. The event was the making of a
Vanilla Fudge Coca Cola commercial
in New York, and when Fudge gui
tarist Vince Martell fell ill, Jeff vol
unteered to take his place, astounding
Carmine and Tim, who were unaware
of Jeff’s interfest in their group. But
by the end of the spectacular taping,
Tim and Carmine were openly singing
Beck’s praises and secretly wishing
they could play with him regularly.
Beck beats the Fudge: Jeff re
turned to England to record the clas
sic Beck Truth LP and the. Fudge
took to the road on a tour with Led
Zeppelin. Several months later Tim
and Carmine witnessed the phenom
enal playing power of the Beck Group
live at a New York Singer Bowl con
cert. “First Led Zeppelin jammed with
Jeff,” Carmine recalls vividly, “then
the Fudge came on. Vince took a long
solo and four or five people started
booing. I just buried my head behind
the drums. That’s when me and Tim
decided to change guitar players. We
had to do something.”
During 1969, when personality con
flicts began splitting the successful
Fudge, Tim and Carmine began run
ning around their Long Island house
avidly listening to homemade Beck-ola
and Truth cassettes. But while they
were moaning for a guitarist of Jeff’s
caliber, the wild, “visionary” picker
was doing some daydreaming of his
own 5,000 miles away. “One night,”
Beck recalls, “John Bonham, Pagey
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and myself were sitting around listen
ing to records when someone put on
the Fudge’s Near The Beginning LP.
When it came to the ‘Shotgun’ track,
it was a revelation, particularly Car
mine’s drumming. I just knew I had
to work with that rhythm section.”
One night in Vancouver, while rest
ing after a concert, John Bonham of
Zep mentioned to Carmine that “Beck
would give his left arm to play with
you guys.” Carmine and Tim rushed
to call Jeff and Rod Stewart in De
troit to apply for the jobs. “We heard
the phone clang,” recalls Carmine.
"Jeff said he had fallen down. He
couldn’t believe we were calling to
play with him.”
That projected band would have
included Rod on vocals, but it seemed
from the start that fate was working
against the promising quartet. While
Tim and Carmine waited for Jeff to
set definite plans for the band, the
Englishman was up to his ears in
trouble. Touring pressures were split
ting the Jeff Beck Group, and in Sep
tember money hassles drove a wedge
between Jeff and Rod. As a result,
Rod was out of the projected new
band.
Fate steps in: Reluctant to leave
the Fudge before things were settled
with Jeff, Carmine and Tim waited
for Beck to join them in New York
on November 3rd, 1969. There, both
band’s managers would work out the
contracts. Tim and Carmine had even
decided on a name for the new group
—Cactus. “When we were in Ari
zona,” revealed Carmine, me and Tim
saw a place called the Cactus DriveIn. We were pretty high at the time,
and it seemed like a powerful name
for a group ... a sharp name.” ’
But while they awaited Jeff’s ar
rival, an unexpected phone call from
his manager, Peter Grant, dashed
their high hopes. “Jeff was in a car
crash,” announced Grant. “He’s in the
hospital now, and we don’t know how
long it will be before he can play.”
Carmine and Tim sunk into a deep
pit of depression. While Jeff recuper
ated in his 15th century Kent home
behind the two-foot thick walls of
his bedroom, matters swiftly accel
erated downhill. Jeff’s manager want
ed Tim and Carmine to play backup
for Beck, They refused. And Jeff
wasn’t talking to anyone.
“We just couldn’t get it together,”
Carmine sadly relates. We couldn t
get through to Jeff, and when three
months went by we couldn t wait for
him any longer.” And so, a very dif
ferent Cactus was formed.
Beck’s bruised ego: While the new
Cactus began touring, Je
was‘ r®’
cuperating at a slow speed, nursing
a wounded body and an inj
•
“Timmy and Carmine were in Cac-
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tus, Rod had joined the Faces, and
I was left stranded,” he sighs. “I got
less and less interested in going back
on the road and facing the hassle of
trying to find musicians. I didn’t have
anyone there to organize.” So out of
increasing desperation and a strong
desire for survival, he put together
his second Jeff Beck Group with Cozy
Powell, Bob Tench, Max Middleton,
and Clive Chaman. “It was a good
band to get back in training with. It
was a safe venture.”
But the safe venture proved un
inspiring. The two Jeff Beck Group
LP's and the band’s concert appear
ances won only mixed reviews. Amer
ican audiences expected what Jeff
called his old “vicious, violent rock
’n roll,” and they couldn’t cope with

the subtle, laid-back soul and blues
mixture he offered. And Beck soon
realized that, “Bob just wasn’t a hard
rock singer and Max was more jazz
influenced. There were too many dif
ferent elements pulling against each
other.” As a result, Jeff, at a critical
point in his career, lost interest in
the band. During the making of their
first LP, Rough and Ready, he often
flopped across the control board while
mixing his album, bored and stoned
on beer and booze. He fell asleep
practicing. He forgot things from day
to day, and occasionally he failed to
show up for a concert. “Everyone
needs some pulling together,” he pro
tested. "I just needed some encour
agement.”
Beckoning the band: In June of

Carmine Aopice: He waited three months
to play with Jeff and Tim; then severely
blistered hands put him at the mercy of
England's notorious Dr. Roberts. “I had
all these new toys,” he grumbled. "My
twelve foot high Chinese gong, a wah
wah pedal, my favorite guitarist and bass
player . . . and Roberts botched the iob
badly.”
Heard of the Beatles "Dr.
Roberts” and Procol’s "Roberts’ Box?”
Carmine’s writing "Roberts’ Thumb.”
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1972, while Carmine and Tim were
struggling with the survival of their
own second Cactus band, they flew
off to London for session work and
decided to look Jeff up. Their friendly
phone call was greeted by Beck’s
mysterious, ‘‘I gotta talk to you guys
quickly. I’m having trouble with my
band.” That night, over drinks at The
Speakeasy, Jeff poured his heart out
to his American cronies. ‘‘He felt he
was the whole thing in the ^band,”
explained Carmine. “He just wanted
to be part of a group.'He didn’t want
people coming to see just him.” “Let’s
get it together once and for all,” Jeff
instructed them. So Tim and Carmine
returned to the States to persuade the
managers to get down to business and
come up with a contract. But again,

Jeff’s fame proved an overbearing ob
stacle as the Englishman’s manager
insisted on top billing and money. By
last July, Tim and Carmine stood
poised for one final Cactus tour and
Jeff was on the verge of dismissing
his entire band. The musical matter
was reaching a head.
Electric session: One night, Tim
and Carmine got a call saying the
sullen superstar had arrived in New
York. They sped down to Electric
Lady Studios to help him lay down
a new tune called, “Lose Myself With
You;” and when the excited trio
stumbled out of the session at seven
o’clock in the morning, they realized
they simply had to keep playing to
gether. Outside the West 8th Street
studio, a denim-clad Jeff, with sleep
lining his boyish features, perched
himself on Tim’s truck with his feet
dangling over the edge and, in the
early city summer dampness, began
to bare his soul. “I’m twenty-eight
years old,” he said, “and all these
other bands are still taking so much
of my stuff and making millions. I’m
tired of that. I want to get the credit
I deserve. I know you guys feel the
same way. So let’s get this thing to
gether.”
His words marked the beginning of
the final chapter in the four year
making of Beck, Bogert and Appice.
A renewed spurt of determination
marked their dealings, and when the
ex-Fudge duo returned from their last
Cactus tour on July 25th, they flew
off to London to join Jeff.
In search of a sound: Tim and
Carmine hadn’t sung since their
Fudge days, but Tim hardily picked
up lead vocals on “Superstition,” and
he and Carmine began writing their
own new tunes. The band visibly
loosened, and the dynamics began to
shift from a band fronted by a lead
guitarist to an equal union sharing
responsibilities. In search of a record
ing site that could handle an R&B
sound, the band went from Chicago’s
dilapidated Chess Studios to New
York’s Ultrasonic Studio to Califor
nia’s Village Recorders, laying down
a few new tracks in each. When the
album was finished, they had com
bined old Fudge R&B funk with basic
English blues . . . and added a few
new sounds. Carmine’s “Oh To Love
You,” for example, blended Carmine
and Tim’s vibratto warbling into
Beach Boy harmonies while Jeff rip
ped out with a Steely-Dan-inspired
electric sitar. Then Tim took the lead
for “Superstition,” while Carmine
prodded his drums, gong and tom
toms into a savage, biting riff. Don
Nix’s “Sweet Sweet Surrender” saw
a Fudge-Three Dog Night • stoned
studio reunion as Three Dog’s Danny
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Hutton joined a rip-roaring BBA& on
vocals while Jimmy Greenspoon fid
dled with the piano keys. And behind
their choirboy harmonies, Jeff blended
a mellow wah-wah.
Finally, the band was ready to try
the new tunes in public. With knock
ing knees, Jeff sidled up to the micro
phone at a London concert to warble
the raunchy “Black Cat Moan,”
standing sideways and glancing over
at Tim and Carmine to make sure he
was singing the right notes. Slowly
he unfolded the tune while his down
home, funky slide guitar wailed like
a horny black cat. “Hey lawdy mama,
what a treat!” exclaimed one listener.
“Jeff Beck is back doing what he does
best—blues-based playing right out
on a limb.”
Keeping cool: “I’m really happy,”
Jeff grinned afterwards. “This is the
best band I’ve ever been part of.”
Agreed Carmine, “Jeff is playing bet
ter than ever.” And Jeff added, “For
the first time in as long as I can re
member, the excitement is back. Now
I know I’m really doing what I want
to. In the past, I’ve always worked
against other people, but now I’ve
learned to work with them.”
Jeff Beck still suffers from occa
sional bouts of insecurity, but Car
mine and Tim are there to prod him
along. “He’ll play something he’s re
corded and go, ‘what do you think?
Is it OK?’ And we have to say, ‘Yeah,
it’s great!’ He doesn’t know when
he’s playing a blinder.” And close
friends reveal that problems no long
er send him running from a concert
or shrieking at the band. In London,
Tim suffered a period of depression,
homesick for raucous American audi
ences and for his friends. At the same
time, Carmine suffered a serious hand
infection that pained and frustrated
his performance. Both found them
selves missing beats as they silently
glowered in the blue spotlight. Where
as once an angry Beck might have
stormed off stage, he took the rare
bad night in stride, assuring his cro
nies that all was “cool.” When Beck
suffers homesickness or insecurity in
the States, the others are quick to
lift his spirits with a few words of
encouragement, an eggplant parmesan
dinner at Carmine’s mom’s house, or
a 12” Corvette steering wheel for his
car.
Last year, Beck’s old band had
trouble challenging Flash Cadillac s
supporting act. Disappointed critics
feared Beck had finally lost his magic
touch. Today, he’s found his groove,
stepping back into place as the master
wailine guitarist he used to be. And
ZLis critics throughout the
country are shouting that Becks back
with a bang.
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Everyone's Playing
in Doug Sahm's Country Band

by Ed Naha

Doug Sahm: Thef real Sir Doug stepped
op to the stage to cast away British clip*
ped syllables for a down-home Texan

II Tatching Doug Sahm bounce
W across the small stage at a
New York music emporium called
Max’s Kansas City seems about as
natural as seeing your father sit in
his favorite easy chair and grumble
over the sports section of the local
paper. Doug just belongs in the spot
light. Garbed in a slightly-worn Stet
son hat, faded lumberjack shirt, scuffed-up boots and faded jeans, long
haired rock cowboy Sahm stands total
ly at ease before the crowd and
rattles off an introduction in his break
neck-speed Texas tongue. The audi
ence laughs when it is supposed to
and applauds when the anecdote is
over. They’re with Doug all the way.
But a few years ago, Doug’s perform
ances horrified a lot of people, and
few folks smiled when they heard
his Texas talk.

It was back in ’65 when, amidst a
flood of British imports making head
lines in America, a band calling it
self the Sir Douglas Quintet scored
heavily with a veddy British single
called “She’s A Body Mover.” SIR
Douglas? Surely another neat English
group, thought all the anxious Anglo
philes caught in the throes of Beatlemania. Before too long, the Sir ^°u8las Quintet was touring with the Roll
ing Stones and making guest appear
ances on such popular TV shows as
Hullabaloo. Putting it mildly, them
English oriented fans were stunned
when they saw their fave raves in

person. There onstage was a shorthaired Texan boy duded up in mod
clothes and backed by a band that
was half cowboy and half Mexican.
While the Mexes romped onstage,
yelling in exaggerated Spanish accents.
Sir Douglas stood in the spotlight
with a lip-wrenching grin on his face
and tried to twist his Texas hurricane
voice into a series of clipped, pseudo
British syllables. It was only a matter
of time before the band broke their
British ties and began making music
of their own. The net result was in
stant obscurity, .with the exception of
a few die-hard Quintet devotees who
followed the band until the very end.
Sahm’s rockabilly hoedown: Now
adays, Doug still has that same ol*
grin and the same ol’ Texas drawl,
but this time he’s 100% Doug Sahm.
Kicking off a tour to promote his new,
star-studded Atlantic LP, Doug Sahm
and Band, the tall Texan gives the
crowd the equivalent of a rockabilly
hoe-down.
As modem-plainsman Doug warms
up his frantic vocal chords, ex-Quintet members Jack Barber (bass),
George Rains (drums) and Augie
Meyer (guitar) get ready to toss to
gether a slew of tight rhythms. George,
bald except for a tiny ponytail tuck
ed away in back, looks quickly to
wards Augie (the personification of
the classic Texas rancher) and Jack
(you’ll recognize him by his greasy
hair). Before you can mutter “San
Antone,*’ the band has launched into

a rip-roaring version of “Jambalaya.”
Whooooieeee. Country western funk
has come to New York City.
Later, between sets, Doug has time
to dig up memories of his crazy show
biz career for the benefit of the many
fans and writers who surround him.
Peering out from beneath his Stetson,
Sahm recounts how he left Texas in
the early sixties to make the West
Coast music scene. “In ’65 you had
to,” he stammers quickly, “there was
no trip for long hair back then. I
stayed away from Texas for five
years . . . five years! It left a perma
nent scar on my memory as far as
hassles and just plain ugly vibrations
are concerned.”
Doug begins to rattle on faster and
faster. All ears strain as he recounts
how the "Sir" was tacked onto his
name to attract the British boosters
into buying his records. “I was 23
and my head was inna whole other
place."
“I starved for a long time, almost,”
he blurts. “Like I didn’t even know
what record royalties were back in
’65 until Dylan told me what it was.
He said ‘Hey, man you're supposed
to get this little slip of paper that’s
got these numbers on it. It’s a check
for you, man, for writing songs.” I
was really down and out at the time,
and the amazing thing is that about
six days later I got my first check.
It was for $2,500 or something, and
I couldn’t believe it. It was like magic.
That’s how you learn ... by getting

burned. And that’s why a lotta Texans
are bitter, too.”
As popular as a leper: As the
Quintet faded away into the shadows
of the seventies, Doug floated around
for a bit before returning to his home
state, “Cos in ’71 I saw the California
thing was coming to an end. It just
wasn’t real any more. The old magic
wasn’t there for me.”
He got interested in San Antonio’s
Chicano music again and produced
an Epic LP for a group named Louie
and the Lovers. Jerry Wexler of At
lantic like what he heard and nego
tiated a deal to get Doug over on
his label. Once on Atlantic, Doug
cut an LP which was critically ac
claimed but, alas, was about as popu
lar as a leper in a crowded elevator.
Doug decided to look up his old friend
Bob Dylan, who had been coming
closer and closer to straight Country
and Western music since his Nashville
Skyline days. The two decided to cut
an LP together—stoned country stuff
with Doug and Bob singing and Bob
adding harmonica and keyboards to
Doug’s guitar and piano work. Sahm
then got in touch with some of his
old Quintet cronies, and plans for the
recording sessions were set. It wasn’t
long before news about Bob and
Doug’s plans leaked out, and soon the
tiny New York studio was teeming
with such stellar talents as Dr. John,
David Bromberg, David (Fathead)
Newman, Wayne Jackson from the
Memphis Horns, Jerry Lee Lewis’
steel guitarist Charlie Owens, Atlan
tic’s Arif Mardin and Flack Jimenez.
Elton John popped in to say hello
and watch some flying fiddle work
go down. Vamp Bette Midler slithered
through the door and fluttered her
mascara-laden eyes in amazement at
the wealth of good-time music com
ing out of the small studio. (“What
an up!” she was heard to exclaim.)
Home roots: And now, with the
LP finished and a working band on
the road, Doug has time to speedball
through his plans for the future.
“We all wanna be able to do this
and enjoy it without making a wreck
of ourselves,” says Doug, “ ’cos we
do wanna go back to Texas eventually
and live. We all got families. We’d
love to be in San Antonio right now,
drinking beer and eating tacos, groov
ing with our kids and playing jam
sessions when we feel like it”
Pausing for a moment to catch his
breath and let the noise from the
crowded club die down, Doug adds,
“that’s the life style we dig.”
And then, with a shrug and a flurry
of denim, Doug Sahm, sometimes
known as SIR Douglas Sahm, disap
pears from view. He is back onstage,
very much into his music and very,
very far away from home.

Dobie Gray's Back
In The In Crowd'
’T'hink of the name Dobie Gray
JL . . . and a whole stream of nice
warm memories will drift into mind.
Most of them will probably ring back
to the release, the success and the
events that surrounded Dobie Gray’s
biggest hit “The In Crowd.”
I’m in with the in crowd
I go where the in crowd goes
Pm in with the in crowd
And I know what the in crowd
knows . . .

It’s 1964 and everything is alive
again in the music business. For the
first time in ever so long people are
dancing. Gone are the bleary “Teen
Angels” and lovesick tunes of ado
lescent frustration. From Petula’s
“Downtown” to Joey Dee’s “Pepper
mint Twist” and on to the “In
Crowd,” a whole new concept of fun
and merriment welcomes a rapidly
changing music scene. And Dobie
Gray, just by singing “The In Crowd,”
was thrust into this scene.
He was born in Brookshire, Texas,
but Dobie didn’t waste too much time
getting out. By the time high school
came around, the kid had upped and
gone to California. It was one night
in California, while Dobie sat listen
ing to a local rock show on the radio,
that an advertisement came on the
air. A promotion man called Sonny
Bono was asking to hear new talent.
Dobie Gray answered his ad imme
diately.
The very first record Dobie made
was called “I Can Hardly Wait,” and
Dobie anxiously awaited audience re
sponse. It seems that his wait was not
destined to be a long one, for the next
record he released, “Look At Me,”
was certified gold. Then came the
biggie . . . the one that zoomed up
the charts everywhere: “The In
Crowd” moved the young black sing
er right to the top of the record heap.
When he wasn’t in Los Angeles film
ing Shindig he was in New York lay
ing down a segment of Hullabaloo.
Rock and roll was what everyone was
talking about and Dobie Gray’s record
seemed to be the theme song of a
whole generation.
Fading into the past: But when
the mystery and excitement of the
mid-sixties started to fade and psy
chedelia became the trend and fash
ion Dobie Gray had nowhere to turn.
The proud owner of two gold records,
he took the obvious move and went
out to Las Vegas to play the night
club circuit. It wasn’t really the same

HORIZON
by Janis Schacht

as being with the kids, heading a
youth movement, singing about the
joys of being hip and energetic to
young people; and although he had
’ I ho In
Tn Crowd” every night,
to sing **“The
Dobie
~ ’ conformed to the Las Vegas
tuxedo standard and earned his
money.
Then, as if by magic, Dobie met
a man named Mentor Williams back
in Los Angeles last year. Mentor
straightened out Dobie’s rather dis
heartened spirit, then offered to pro
duce an album for him. “It’s really a
bummer when most people have the
sensitivity of a commode,” Dobie
laughs. Mentor Williams was the ex
ception to the rule. Now, after re
cording a new LP and signing with
MCA Records, “Drift Away” is a
bonafide hit and Dobie Gray is off
and running again. The album, Drift
Away, is filled with his observations
of the past ten years. It’s gentle soul
music, similar to the chugging beat
of Lee “Ya Ya” Dorsey. It’s dance
music with intelligent lyrics. And
most of the songs written by Mentor
for Dobie seem to be delicately tuned
to the experiences and musical stages
Gray has passed through.
Give me the beat boys and free
my soul
I want to get lost in your rock
and roll
A nd drift away . . .

Dobie Gray: For eight years, he waited for
a follow-up hit to his smash “In Crowd."
Now DRIFT AWAY promises to be the
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Chrls Hillman: Hillman implies that the
Byrd’s reunion may signal the beginning
of a Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young and
Byrds super-tribe.

Michael Clarke: When the Flying Burrito
Brothers dissolved, the drummer gave up
music for the white sands of Hawaii . . .
until Terry Melcher called him back to
L.A.

The Notorious Byrd Brothers Reunite!
When five nervous Byrds assembled on David Crosby’s living room floor

I

for the first time in seven years, knees shook, palms sweated, and the
whole world waited for the explosion.
WZhile

disc jockeys throughout the
country were eagerly plopping
the long-awaited Byrds LP onto their
spinning turntables, Chris Hillman—
former
Byrd-tumed-Burrito-turnedManassas-turned-Byrd — was easing
himself into a richly upholstered baby
blue Holiday Inn chair, propping his
chalky white cowboy boots onto the
Formica coffee table, and running his
fingers through his short, tightly curl
ed dust-colored hair. "It’s a good rec
ord,” he enthused. “I don’t see why
we can’t continue making records,
and the whole band feels the same
way about it.”
The album he spoke about was
the hottest reunion LP to hit the rec
ord stores in years. Simply titled
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Byrds, it marks the re-joining of Rog
er McGuinn, Gene Clark, Chris Hill
man, David Crosby, and Michael
Clarke, the five founders of the orig
inal California folk/rock band. And
it also marks the reemergence of a
group that, like the legendary phoenix,
was consumed by its own raging fires
seven years ago. Rising from those
scattered ashes, the new Byrds re
union offers free flowing rock music
that will please their most ardent ad
mirers and tantalize the ears of those
new to the Byrds’ flock. But what con
vinced the five troubadors, to give up
solo careers and other commitments
to reunite in one major musical merg
er? Explained Chris, “There’s definite
ly an interlocked family thing among

us . . . after all, we came from the
same place . .
The family that plays together:
That “same place” to which Chris
refers was the heavily populated Los
Angeles folk scene of the early sixties
which gave birth to the original Byrds.
Back in 1964 a young Roger Mc
Guinn was listening to the Beatles’
simple harmonies, watching their
crazy antics on screen in A Hard
Day's Night, and dreaming of his
ideal band. A veteran of such var
ied organizations as Bobby Darin’s
music publishing company and the
Chad Mitchell Trio, he teamed up
with a country-rooted singer/songwriter from Missouri named Gene
Clark, who admired Roger’s twelve-

I
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Gene Clarke: When Gene crooned "Full
Circle" to the assembled crew, there was
little doubt that the tune referred speci
fically to the Byrds' reunion.

I

David Crosby: He and Chris immediately
fought over the phone about Chris' pre
occupation with Manassas. But when the
misunderstanding was cleared up, Chris
beamed, “David was a joy . . . he's really
mellowed out."

Roger McGuinn: The singer/guitarlst ad
mitted that he had tried to keep the Byrd
name as a vehicle for his own musical
ideas—but he finally ended the last Byrd
mutation In May . . . and started his solo
career.

by Cameron Crowe

string acoustic guitar work and folk/
Beatle harmonies. “Let’s form sort of
a Peter and Gordon type duo,” sug
gested Clark, and the two decided to
try their material out one night at the
Troubador—Los Angeles’ folk Fill
more of the sixties.
After their successful debut, Roger
was buttonholed in his dressing room
by a panting, breathless David Crosby,
an old acquaintance. Crosby had rush
ed backstage after the show to beg
Roger to let him join the act. Dis
armed by David’s uncanny ability for
perfect high harmonizing, McGuinn
welcomed him into the band.
Manager Jim Dickson, who began
recording the hew trio in his living
room on a tacky home tape recorder,
told anyone who would listen of the
genius that he felt was going unno
ticed. One person who listened intent
ly to Dickson’s home tapes was Chris
Hillman, the Greengrass Group mandolinist then playing for a UCLA
beer-drinking crowd at a local folk
club for $100 a week. Several weeks
later, the trio decided to ask Chris
to join the band as a bass player, and
despite the fact that Hillman knew
as much about playing rhythm instru
ments as he did about playing a pen
cil, the corkscrew-curled country pick
er quickly rushed out to buy a $50

Japanese bass. “I kinda picked it up
and learned,” he laughs quietly. A
few days later, Michael Clarke, a
passing acquaintance from a Frisco
folk club, was grabbed by the group
while he was walking down Santa
Monica Boulevard. Like Hillman,
Clarke had no previous experience
with his instrument. “He was just
around beating on boxes while we
rehearsed,” says Chris quite matterof-factly, “so we made him a drum
mer.”
Coining a new phrase: McGuinn,
who by that time had begun to as
sume the leadership role, decided to
chuck the gentle folk melodies of the
acoustic guitars out the window in
exchange for an electric sound and
electric guitars. None of the five had
ever played electric instruments be
fore, but they were intent on cash
ing in on the sound that the Beatles’
public was clamoring for. Calling
themselves The Byrds to symbolize
the soaring, high flying sound they
sought, the boys could be found
whipping their new music into shape
every night at World Pacific Studios
in L.A. Group manager Jim Dickson
had been hired as the studio’s engin
eer. Every evening, after the last pay
ing musicfan trudged out the door, he
would pick up the phone and give

McGuinn a ring. At Dickson’s signal,
The Byrds would gleefully gallop
across town to the studio, where they
would rehearse their delicate har
monies and twanging electric twelve
strings into the wee hours of the morn
ing.
One day Dickson informed the band
that a folk-singer friend of his, one
Bob Dylan, had written a song that
would suit the group’s style perfect
ly. He played the tune, "Mr. Tam
bourine Man,” to the band, but it
fell on deaf ears. “We hated it,” ad
mits Hillman, “but Jim talked us into
working up an arrangement for it."
Needless to say, “Mr. Tambourine
Man” was a smash hit, marking the
merger of folk songs with electric
instruments, and was the first glim
mer of something that would later be
termed “folk-rock.”
Smashing the myth: Following
“Mr. Tambourine Man” was a succes
sion of quickly churned hits ("I’ll
Feel A Whole Lot Better,” “The Bells
of Rhymney,” “Chimes of Freedom,”
“Turn, Turn, Turn” and “He Was A
Friend Of Mine”) and Hullabaloo
TV show appearances that turned The
Byrds into superstar idols. But more
important, they prodded a slumber
ing nation into life with injections of
“new” music. “Turn, Turn, Turn” set
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a country humming with the hope of
peace, and “Eight Miles High” was
the first real American venture into
the starry world of psychedelia. Yet
by the time The Byrds’ second album,
Turn, Turn, Turn, rolled around, the
band had hit a snag. Gene Clark re
fused to fly, a necessity in any group’s
career. More than that, he had de
veloped a case of the “too-much-toosoons.” Explains Hillman, “You’ve
got to remember that we were all
very young when we first started, and
it tends to warp your head a little,
you know . . . with all the pressure.
AU of a sudden, after six months,
you’re surrounded by people and
you’re making all kinds of money . . .
Gene just had to get out.” Three
more albums passed, Fifth Dimen
sion, Younger Than Yesterday and
The Byrds Greatest Hits, with the
group carrying on as a quartet. It
wasn’t until The Byrds entered the
studio to record Notorious Byrd Bro
thers when the next personnel change
rolled around. One afternoon, Chris
and Roger quietly guided their sleek,
new Porsches up Crosby’s driveway,
went inside the singer’s door and
calmly suggested to him. that “it
might be best if we cool it.”
Then
Clarke-replacement Kelley left, and
the Byrds were slowly whittled down
to one man—Roger McGuinn.
Six more albums, various float
ing “Byrds members” and a steady, if
slowly sagging, career followed McGuinn's bands for the next four years
. . . until this March, when Roger
sounded the final roll call for the
Byrds and tolled the bell signaling
tbeir demise.
The other original
Byrds were also deeply involved in
their own activities. Chris Hillman,
who had founded the Flying Burritos
with ex-Byrds Michael Clarke and
Gram Parsons, left the chugging band
Gene Clark was struggling with a solo
career. And after the Burritos split,
Michael Clarke abandoned playing

New Love Unites
The California Clan
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altogether. The only original ex-Byrd
relaxing in the limelight was David
Crosby, by now a millionaire superstar.

The big reunion: With several
Byrds floundering musically, a re
union seemed a solid idea. Even Crosby, the only Byrd who stood to gain
nothing commercially from the LP,
was eager “to reinstate himself as a
member of the Byrds,” revealed Mc
Guinn.
Although they had considered the
reformation for two years, it took
Asylum Records’ President David Geffen to bring the five together on
paper—and on record. Geffen work
ed in cahoots with Terry Melcher,
the Byrds’ first producer, to lure Rog
er, Michael, Gene, and Chris on a
cruise, then persuaded them to act as
back-up musicians on a Melcher
solo LP. Before long Melcher had
stepped out of the picture, leaving the
confused Byrds in the studios by
themselves. Suddenly they found
themselves reunited and working to
gether on an LP.
The first rehearsal was nervewrack
ing. The five flopped on the living
room floor of David Crosby’s Santa
Barbara home and cautiously intro
duced new material to each other.
As they went around the circle,
everyone cautiously presented their
new songs in what Chris called a
“very businesslike” manner. Gene’s
haunting “Full Circle” had been writ
ten specifically for the new reunion:
Funny how the circle is a wheel
And it can steal someone who is a
friend.
Funny how the circle takes your
flight,
And if it's right, it brings it back
again . . .
“FuU Circle”
Gene Clark
Irving Music

^^Then

after years of bitterness and
conflict the original Byrds mira
culously pulled themselves together
and recorded a new LP, followers of
the California rock scene were flab
bergasted. But there are apparently
more California surprises lurking just
around the corner. Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young are suddenly getting cozy
after more than a year apart. Rumors
of a soon-to-be reunited Buffalo
Springfield are growing stronger. The
re-joined Byrds are looking forward
to a second album and a possible June
tour. And Chris Hillman’s attitude
suggests that there may be even more
superstar mixing and matching in the
works. “I feel there can be a Manas

Tensions in the air: Roger de
scribed that first meeting this way: “It
was tense and not very comfortable.
No one was quite sure if we would
be able to make music again or if so,
what kind. Then slowly, as we went
through different songs and got the
arrangements, the energy started to
mount and the degree of comfort went
up.” And when the group went into
the studio, McGuinn marveled at the
fantastic efficiency with which they
worked. “We used to spend three
months bickering about what to do
and what not to do. David used to
be ferocious and now he’s nice.”
Crosby was delighted with the results
of the eight weeks’ worth of recording
from 8 p.m. to 4 p.m. “The impres
sion I was left with more than any
thing else was how much everyone,
particularly Gene and Chris had
grown.” But although Hillman empha
sizes that there wasn’t any animosity
directed at anybody, one Byrd felt
the strain remained, despite the good
times and good music,
And the saga of the Byrds comes
full circle with news about an upcom
ing tour—which all Byrds are eager
to undertake. Will the same conflicts
arise once again? Will the contro
versial, often tension-ridden band
prove history does repeat itself? When
the smoke cleared and the initial furor
generated by Byrds began to die
down, Chris Hillman quietly muses
about the future of the five distinct
individuals who make up the Byrds.
"I don’t see why we can’t continue
making records and touring every
once and a while,” he reflects, "as
long as we keep it on a casual basis.
What about those raging personality
clashes and bouts for leadership that
once broke up the band? “Awww
nawww,” Hillman quickly responds,
“We’re all approaching thirty now,
some of us are even past it. I mean,
we’re not kids anymore!”

•

sas (Stephen Stills’ band, in which
Hillman plays guitar), there can be a
Byrds, and there can be a Crosby,
Stills, Nash & Young. None of us
should have to be permanently lock
ed into any one band. After all, there’s
definitely an interlocked family thing
among these groups.” And out of the
blue, the feuding family is being knit
together again by good vibes. “We
came out of the new Byrds’ album
sessions feeling good and saying ‘Hey,
let’s do this again,' ’’ enthuses Hill
man. “Now I think a tour would be
great We’d probably do an electric
and an acoustic set. Or we could let
each guy get up and do his own song
by himself. In fact, we could even
have David Crosby eat fire onstage.”
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Nicky
I
Hopkins:
I
The Man
Behind The
Stones
Takes Over '
The Stage
In the Beatles’ old
studio, George
Harrison and Rolling
Stone Mick Taylor
tuned their guitars
while Harry Nilsson
wisecracked in the
control room.
Whose LP were
they recording?
The Sixth Stones’.
by Penelope Ross
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I n the monster Australian cricket
I stadium 15,000 hard-core rock fans
are going bananas. Drenched in the
heat and light generated by monster
kleigs, Charlie Watts is laying down
his hypnotic drum lines. Bill Wyman
stands in a comer, coolly demonstrat
ing that he is one of the finest bass
players around, while Mick Taylor
rends the air with screaming lead
guitar. The sultry presence of Keith
Richard completes the backing of that
ultimate jumpin’ jack flash, Mick Jag
ger. It’s the Rolling Stones, “The
World’s Greatest Rock Group,” giving
one of the finest theatrical rock shows
ever seen.
But for the last few tours, the Stones
have not been alone. Off to Mick’s
right sits an unobtrusive but musically
dynamic presence. It’s Nicky Hopkins,
out of the spotlight, almost out of
sight, but definitely not out of sound.
And, as he has done for them on rec
ord since 1967's Satanic Majesties and
on tour since 1971, Nicky is doing
what he does best—playing brilliant
and exuberant piano, adding a distinc
tive musicality to a group that would
seem to need nothing more than their
own sweet selves.
Scrambling into center stage: Play
ing piano for others has been a habit
and a living for Nicky Hopkins since
1965, and the list of sessions he has
played on adds up to a Who's Who
of rock. George Harrison, the Jeffer
son Airplane, The Who, the Kinks,
Quicksilver Messenger Service, and
Jeff Beck.—he’s played for all of them.
And now Nicky’s eight years of ses
sions are working like bread on the
water that is coming back as cake.
Hopkins has brought out his first solo
album, The Tin Man Was A Dreamer
(on Columbia Records) . . . and this
time the stars are suddenly backing
him. Mick Taylor and George Harri
son (billed on the LP as George
O’Hara) are on guitat, Klaus Voorman is on bass, Cat Stevens' string ar
ranger Del Newman aids with the or
chestration, Stones’ sidemen Bobby
Keyes, Jim Price and Jim Hom are
on brass, and Harry Nilsson is helping
behind the scenes. But for Nicky Hop
kins, The Tin Man Was A Dreamer
is more than just a reward for years
of diligent work behind the scenes. It
is a return to the center stage he
started to occupy when he was a
teen-ager, and which has strangely
eluded him ever since.
The session sweepstakes: Born and
raised in a London suburb, Nicky
played piano from age three, but wait
ed until he was sixteen before joining
his first professional group. That was
Screaming Lord Sutch, and the year
was 1960. By 1962, Nicky had moved
on to join Cyril Davies, a close to
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legendary figure on the English music
scene. Nineteen months later Davies
was dead and Nicky was forbidden to
tour because of poor health. It was
then that Sutch’s drummer called to
ask’Nicky if he wanted to do a ses
sion. He agreed and trooped off to a
studio where Glyn Johns, another stel
lar figure on the English music scene,
was producing and Jimmy Page was
playing guitar. Both were pleased with
Nicky’s piano work and proceeded to
recommend him for more and more
sessions. Not long after, Nicky met
Mick Jagger in a pub. They had
known each other from the days when
Nipky was playing with Cyril Davies
at the Marquee in London and the
Stones, just starting out, did 20-minute turns between Davies' sets. Mick
also invited Nicky to do sessions, and
thus a partnership was formed.
Bungling with Beck: The next few
years, Nicky went into high gear, do
ing sessions for the famous and the
mundane. The Stones, The Kinks, The
Who and numerous other groups had

his services. But so did commercials
and soundtracks and such bread and
butter assignments. By 1968, Nicky
was ready for a change and got it—
although not quite the way he plan
ned. He had done some sessions for
Jeff Beck and when Beck asked him to
join his band, Nicky was ready. In
those days, Beck would start a tour,
and then cancel half-way through,
frequently on a few minutes’ notice,
leaving screaming promoters and an
infuriated American musicians’ union
in his wake. Not only was Nicky
lumped in with Beck’s bad rep, Beck
forgot to pay his band for the whole
tour. “I still haven’t been paid for that
tour,” Nicky says with something less
than glee, and he expects he never
will be.
Quicksilver slips away: The rain
bow to these professional clouds was
seeing California. The Beck tour
brought him there for the first time.
Music brought him back again—to
session for Jefferson Airplane's Volun
teers. Then came an invitation to tour

Nicky Hopkins: THE TIN MAN WAS A
DREAMER is not the only Hopkins LP
to come sizzling down the tubes this
•month. For years DJ’s have treasured the
rare copies of an album Nicky recorded In
the late 60’s with his abortive group
Sweet Thursday. Now the LP's finally be
ing made available to the public.

with Quicksilver Messenger Service.
That tour presented an odd scene to
audiences. There was Quicksilver,
dominated by their diminutive lead
singer, Dino Valente; and there, off
in a corner surrounded by baf
fles and seemingly remote from the
whole group, sat Nicky at his piano.
Feuds, however, had nothing to do
with it. “At the time,” Nicky recalled,
“I used contact mikes to amplify the
sound of the piano. Because of them,
the piano had to be as far away from
the amps as possible.” Feedback, you
know. But, he continued, “Two years
ago, I had the piano fitted with a
pick-up.” No more baffles. And in
short order, no more Quicksilver. But
by that time, Nicky had met a nice
American lady named Lynda, married
her and moved to Mill Valley (just
north of San Francisco).
Tangled trip to the studio: With the
end of his days with Quicksilver,
Nicky started to think seriously about
doing an album of his own—but not
just any old album. He started to

write and put down ideas on tapes.
And Lynda provided inspiration, titles
(“I have trouble thinking of titles and
hers sound so great.”), energy, and
more recently, managerial advice.
“This album wouldn’t even be started
if it weren’t for her,” Nicky admits.
By 1971, all was ready to go.
So Nicky set out for London in
September, with no studio booked and
fell on a bit of good luck. Former
Beatles road manager Mai Evans
phoned to tell him that George Har
rison, who was supposed to record at
Apple in September, would be a few
weeks late, since he was finishing up
material. Nicky had been hired to
play on George’s album, but now
both Apple studio and he were free.
Nicky flashed into the studio and laid
down the backing tracks in a break
neck eight days. Then the whole proj
ect began to take on a Keystone Com
edy air. In October, George Harrison
was ready to record, and used Apple
for five days a week with Nicky on
piano. On the weekends, Nicky was
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back at Apple, • overdubbing his own
album. By November, he had another
committment—to go to Jamaica and
help on the Stones’ newest LP. And it
wasn’t until December that Nicky
could frantically hop another jet back
to London, Apple and his own album.
Nillson goofs around: There was
just one more small hitch. Half of
Nicky’s lyrics had yet to be written.
In the studio, while Harrison and Tay
lor tuned their guitars, Nicky pon
dered a blank sheet of paper on his
piano, groping for words to fit his
tunes. Meanwhile, Harry Nilsson sat
in the control room, casually unleash
ing wisecracks. Suddenly Nicky’s face
lit up. The jokes had gotten his ima
gination going. He scribbled some
hasty variations on Harry’s horseplay,
and within minutes had completed
three
songs—“Waiting For The
Band,” “The Dreamer,” and “Banana
Anna.”
Casual accidents helped Nicky fin
ish more than just the three Nilssonaided songs. For instance, there is a
lovely ballad-type tune on the album
called “Lawyer’s Lament.” The melo
dy is romantic and the words slightly
satirical. A lawyer is soothing his cli
ents—"Come and tell me all your
plans/Come and tell me all your
dreams” and concludes with “Come
and take a look at the books and
you’ll see I cannot steal.” And the
words resulted from the fact that
Nicky’s lawyer was in town at the time
and visiting a session.
Rocky road with the Roll:ng Boul
ders: Even after the sessions were
complete, the franticness went on.
Nicky returned to California in Janu
ary to mix the album. But the mixing
couldn’t proceed in peace, for the ubi
quitous Stones were about to embark
on a Far East tour. Nicky joined them
in Hawaii in February, zipped back
to the States to complete mixing, then
rejoined the group for three weeks in
New Zealand and Australia.
Now plans are afoot for Nicky to
finally go out on the road on his own
behalf. In the next few days and
weeks ten American cities will get to
see him with a band put together
especially for the occasion. At press
time, the band consisted of Klaus
Voorman. Ray Cooper, California’s
Prairie Prince, and. if available, Mick
Taylor.
Nicky Hopkins seems ready to
bounce into center stage at last, even
with his cumbersome piano, which he
claims is a very difficult instrument to
place in a group. And his name is fi
nally going from the fine print of the
back liners to the large type of the
front cover. After thirteen years play
ing just outside the spotlight, Nicky
is ready.
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obody understands what’s going on
here. Roger Glover, standing at
the front of the stage, watches in hor
ror for a moment before turning to
the other members of Deep Purple.
Just a minute before, Ritchie Blackmore had smashed his guitar in two
and hurled it over his head into a
mass of Japanese fans in a crowded
Tokyo sports arena. Ritchie had de
stroyed his guitar a dozen times be
fore—out of frustration, out of hos
tility, out of a personal sense of vio
lence—but now something had gone
terribly wrong, and none of the mem
bers of Deep Purple could figure out
what it was.
When Deep Purple began their act
earlier that sticky August evening, a
troop of Japanese bodyguards sur
rounded the front of the stage. They
were small, pleasant looking gentle
men dressed in street clothes, yet each
of them was a deadly karate expert.
The moment Ritchie sent his broken
guitar sailing into the crowds the
bodyguards plunged into the audience
after it. After beating up several fans
they climbed back onto the stage and
presented the pieces to Ritchie. Ian
Paice sat behind his drums and shrug
ged his shoulders in disbelief. Jon
Lord was the first to start laughing,
but Ritchie didn’t think it was funny.
He kept shouting, “I don’t want it
back! I don’t want it back!" but the
bodyguards only grinned and bowed.
Ritchie sent the guitar pieces back in
to the audience two more times before
the bodyguards finally got the mes
sage.
Stones towers: This episode in non
verbal communication ruined the first
recording session of Deep Purple’s
newly released double LP Live in
Japan (on Warner Brothers Records).
Eight months and thousands of miles
later the five world-weary nomads
have returned to the United States
with what promises to be the most
exciting Deep Purple show ever con
ceived. Along with spectacular new
lighting effects which employ two
giant lighting towers that originally
belonged to the Rolling Stones, the
irascible Englishmen guarantee that

MUSIC

'Deep Purple
Live In Japan'
The Sensual Bash

Behind
The Smash LP
Behind the fireball rhythms
of their new live LP is an oriental jaunt
shattered by the blows of karate experts

Deep Purple: They’re pounding furiously
through the final dates of their biggest
American tour ever. But the instant they
play their last notes in New York’s Felt
Forum, they plan to hop a jet for the
land where they tasted havoc and hospi
tality when they recorded live . . . Japan.

and soothed by the hands of voluptuous
geisha girls.
by Steve Gaines

their new stage shenanigans will sur
prise and shock faithful audiences all
across northern America. But after
they finish their two-month cross
country trek they plan to return to
the land of humble hospitality they
first fell in love with last August.
Last summer, as they finished their
first American tour, a Warner Brothers
executive suggested the five-man band
record a live album for exclusive dis
tribution in Japan. Although the boys
had never recorded live before, they
were enthusiastic about the idea. Af-'
ter all, their last two studio LPrs,
Machine Head and Who Do We
Think We Are, had presented one

disastrous recording experience after
another. A live album seemed a simple
task in comparison, and Deep Purple
happily agreed to the new record
as long as they had complete artistic
control. Enlisting the aid of Martin
Birch, the ace engineer who recorded
everything the group had done in the
past, the entourage set out on its
Japanese journey.
Flowers and fury: Waiting at the
airport were several hundred polite
Japanese fans armed with gifts of
flowers and toys. Roger Glover was
amazed at how courteous ■ they were,
and spent a half hour signing auto
graphs at the airport and hotel lobby.
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The group wasn’t even unpacked,
however, before Martin Birch was on
the hotel telephone. He had just ex
amined the eight-track mobile re
cording unit that Warner Brothers
had arranged for him and it looked
terrible. Not only didn’t it seem to
have much balance control, but the
whole unit was so compact Martin
didn’t think he’d get any usable re
cordings from it
By show time the unpredictable
Ritchie Blackmore was having some
last minute jitters about the live re
cording. Ritchie’s infamous high
strung nerves got the best of him, and
although the audience was wildly ap
preciative of Deep Purple’s perform
ance, Ritchie was furious with his
own playing. Suddenly his guitar was
in pieces and the bodyguards were
swarming into the audience.
Sensual massage: There were only
two shows left and two more chances
to get the recording finished. Deep
Purple decided it was time to relax
and get some sightseeing done in To
kyo. But the sights they saw were far
from ordinary. The concert promoter
arranged a visit to a Geisha bathhouse
so the boys could work off their excess
energy. The details of this visit could
fill half a dozen dirty books. Suffice
it to say that the boys not only had
their choice of curvaceous girls, but
were able to order up more varieties
of massage than the normal human
body can possibly endure. That eve
ning, at a discotheque called the “Byb
los,” Roger Glover was particularly
impressed with the moist towels serv
ed up after every sweaty dance. “The
Japanese are always concerned with
your comfort,” he explained, “and
they do everything they can think of
to make you feel at home.”
The last two shows were performed
in the industrial city of Osaka, and
the second night’s recording was con
sidered almost perfect, filled with the
raw energy that made Deep Purple
famous to begin with. They left
Ian Glllan, vocals: After visiting Mount
Fuji, Ian was lost for nearly two hours
In a crowd of ten thousand attending a
Japanese food festival. When the other
members of the band found him, he was
carrying a twenty-two foot long dragon
along with fifteen other men.
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Jon Lord, keyboards: At the beginning of
the Japanese tour, Jon’s organ virtuosity
seemed to be suffering from too much
personal tension; so the local tour pro
moter arranged a visit to a Japanese bath
house. Jon found himself locked in a
small room outfitted with only a bed, a
shower, a stool and a pretty girl. No one
is certain that the experience improved
his playing, but at least Jon left Japan
with a smile on his face.
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Japan the next day with warm mem
ories but little hope that the Japanese
eight-track recorder did them any
good. Ian and Roger took the tapes
to a London studio for mixing and
received a gratifying shock; the piti
ful looking eight track turned out to
be a very remarkable machine. It pro
duced some of the best live sound
Ian and Roger had ever heard.
Deep Purple was so happy with

the tapes they decided to make Live
in Japan a double album and insisted
Warner Brothers release it for world
wide distribution. In an unprecedented
gesture the double LP is budget priced.
It contains material already released
on the Machine Head album, and
Deep Purple didn’t want the public to
be charged full price for what it had
already heard once. It seems the Jap
anese ideology rubs off on everyone.
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An up-to-the second
guide for the
ravenous record buyer.
Love it!

Worth one listen
at least.

Listen to it 'til the
grooves grow old.

Leave it!
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would result in a duplication of the
old Byrds sound and spirit (ho ho)
wuz reeeaallly mistaken. The new
Byrds’ flight is a solid collection of
country rockers and ballads, but that’s
about it. McGuinn’s distinctive twelve
string trademark is nowhere to be
heard. The instrumentation, in fact, is
pretty ordinary. While there is al
ways just the right amount of banjo,
acoustic and steel guitar and falsetto
vocals, there is nothing on this album
(except the title) to separate it from
any LP by the Eagles or half a dozen
other bands. There are two Neil
Young songs which have been record
ed before (better, too) and a couple
of Joni Mitchell and David Crosby
ditties that have seen better days.
The rest of the stuff is easy listen
ing, but uninspired. Where is Clar
ence White now that we need him?

Savory, but for
special tastes.
flL

Bread—The Best of
Bread (Elektra)
Rating: one mouth
T?or ^e past couple
r of years, Bread has
insisted that the only
reason they never became SOOPER
(underline that, please) stahs was be
cause CSN&Y stole the show. Well,
whether or not you consider their
claim to be half-baked, The Best of
Bread offers a loaf of AM smasheroos
for anyone out there who has the
appetite for it. While some of the
songs fall into the “Marge, get me the
luger—I can’t take any more” cate
gory, some of the ballads are genuine
ly pretty (although the rock songs
are pretty crummy). With tight instru
mentation and “Make It With You”
silkiness spread out thickly on the
dozen tunes, Best of proves to be a
pretty sure investment for lovers of
soft-rock. (By the way, there is no
truth to the rumor that Bread once
played Eddie Haskell on Leave It To
Beaver).

x®

The Byrds
(Asylum)
Rating: one ear

Anyone who thought
that a reunion of Gene
Clark, Chris Hillman, David Crosby,
Roger McGuinn and Mike Clarke
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Canned Heat—
' The New Age
<t
(United Artists)
Rating: one foot

On this latest can of
heated worms, the past members of
boogie have given up the ghost and
the funk in order to blaze a new
trail of vapid Rhythm and Blues.
The insipid soul is so laid back that
some of the songs don’t seem to have
any beginnings or ends . . . only end
less middles. Bob Hite’s vocals are
solid, and the instrumentation is tight
(albeit lackluster); but there just ain’t
nothin’ here to sink your teeth into.
Hey, remember when Canned Heat
was the best damned harmonica band
around and “laid back” was a word
you heard in funeral parlors? Well,
those days are gone, folks. All we
have left is a few shadows and a
New Age.

The Doable Brothers—
The Captain and Me
(Warners)
Rating: one foot
It’s pretty hard for a
Its

band to follow up two solid albums
and a smash single with a third al
bum that’s totally mongoloid. Pretty
hard but not impossible, as the
Doobies have proven with this stereo
phonic flounder. There is not one
single cut on the entire album that
comes even vaguely near the happygo-lucky vocals and guitar picking that

by Ed Naha

led “Listen To The Music” up the
charts. The melodies are almost non
existent, and the songs just seem to
float on and on in an acoustic-flavor
ed fog. Chock full of totally forget
table shanties, The Captain and Me
is a sinking ship from port to star
board. Abandon if at your earliest
convenience.
Fanny—Mother’s
Pride (Reprise)
Rating: one foot

This LP is indeed some
thing only a mother
could love. The one (count ’em, one)
shining moment is provided by key
boardist Nicky Barclay. Her song “I
Need You Need Me" is one of THE
best examples of plod rock ever cap
tured on record. Replete with gutsy
vocals, wild piano and organ pound
ing, solid guitar whining and explo
sive drumming, the song is a fourminute relief from the rest of the
brain-damaged stuff collected here. It
seems that Fanny has slid from rock
nirvana to soft-rock limbo and has
dragged a bunch of breathy vocals
and acoustic-inspired melodies into the
syrupy stew with them. Mother's
Pride is Fanny’s most half-baked ef
fort to date; but keep the faith, Fanny
fans . . . there is always Nicky Bar
clay’s tune.
Rory Gallagher—
Blueprint (Polydor)
Rating: one ear
Champion of the 1968
sound of British bloozerock guitar, Rory Gallagher, has con
structed another edifice of rollicking
rock progressions, beautiful blues
dirges and snappy shuffles. Rory en
hances his Clapton-ish formula for
guitar rock with snippets of pulsating
piano and a wall of heavy rock pat
terns built up by solid bass and drum
work. With his guitar droning like a
blast from the Creamy past, Galla
gher has proven that it’s still possible
to dress up old ideas and have them
sound like new and exciting concepts
in musical architecture.

€

Hookfoot—
Communication
(A&M)
Rating: one ear

After serving as the
back-up band on Elton John’s first

four albums and experiencing quite
a few false starts on their own, Hook
foot are finally making it. Communi
cation proudly displays the raunchiest
and most intricate sides of the band.
The raunch is provided by Ian Duck,
who cooks up a host of straight-on
plod rockers with blaring guitar work
that harkens to the more rambunc
tious days of the James Gang. Quaye,
on the other hand, lends the group
some ethereal guitar work which floats
from a controlled Hendrix to a mel
low Steve Stills, garnishing a few
beautifully arranged, vocally dominat
ed tunes that smack of CSN&Y in
fluence. Kicking up a cloud of rock,
folk and blues, Hookfoot’s Communi
cation is something to pick up on.
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Humble Pie—
Eat It (A&M)
Rating: two ears

This new Humble Pie
double LP set serves
up a walloping smorgasbord of styles.
The pounding Pie have elected, for
two sides of the album, to place lead
singer Steve Marriot’s vocals in the
background and showcase the soul
ful harmonies of the Blackberries
in a selection of highly polished
rhythm and blues rockers that show
where the group hopes to go in the
future. Abandoning their current
straight-on rock sounds (a la Smok
in') in a set of studio cuts, Pie has
concentrated on developing a few
choice acoustic throwbacks to the
Peter Frampton influences of old. And
the live side is a slice of the presentday Pie, with Steve wailing and
screeching up a storm. All in all. Eat
It is a pretty tasty piece of pastry
with the spice of Pie’s past, the savor
of Pie’s present, and a subtle taste of
Pie’s future.
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whence Keith Emerson sprang? Well,
a few years ago he was part of a
foursome called the Nice. They spe
cialized in British rock with a twist.
Dominated by Emerson’s organ in
fluences, the heavy quartet (Emerson
on keyboards, Lee Jackson on bass
and vocals, Davy O’List on lead gui
tar and Brian Davison on drums)
cranked out sort of an embryonic
ELP sound with more rock influences
than classical. Included on this re
hash of the band’s more well-known
pieces are “The Thoughts of Emerlist
Davjack” and a startling rendition of
West Side Story’s “America.”

Pink Floyd—The Dark
Side of The Moon
(Harvest)
Rating: one ear,
one mouth

At one point in their
spacey career, Pink Floyd was the
next best thing to a trip to the moon.
With synthesizers sighing in mock
orchestration, tape effects groaning
with Twilight Zone variations, and
druid voices chanting in the back
ground, a typical Floyd effort was

really a sspace oddity. While their
'
many fans insisted that it was better
to hear Floyd when stoned (or lobotomized), both fans and critics agreed
that Pink Floyd’s music was daring,
experimental and light years ahead of
its time. Perhaps the new Floyd mu
sic rebels against that way of thinking;
for the group has abandoned a bit of
its flighty sound and has concentrated
on melodic songs, putting the accent
on the vocals. Whereas the old Floyd
once concentrated on textural excur
sions into sound, the new, more com
mercial Floyd is mixing snippits of
synthesized instrumentals with three
part harmony. In spite of it’s more
down-to-earth elements, Dark Side is
still a natural high . . . then again, I
had my lobotomy years ago.

Procol Harum—
Grand Hotel
Rating: two ears

Trying to criticize Pro
col Harum is like try
ing to find fault with a church . . .
and everyone knows that it’s not wise
to knock an institution. Happily,
Grand Hotel is yet another exquisite

Pick of The Month

Lee Michaels—
Live (A&M)
Rating: one foot

The best way to ap
proach this double-rec
ord set is from a distance of two to
three miles. It’s one thing to listen
to Lee pound out his organ riffs with
the aid of studio sweetening . . . but
LIVE? Forget it. It’s long on noise
and short on interest. Funny how
titles can be deceiving, ain’t it?
The Nice—
Autumn To Spring
(Charisma)
Rating: one mouth

Ever

wonder

from
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Foghat
(Bearsville)

Tf there has to be one
jL rock band in the en
tire world to point to for hard, tasty,
nasty and all around get-it-on raunch
. . . it’s got to be Foghat. This Savoy
Brown fragment is as rocky as Humble
Pie, as inventive as the old Stones
and more tasteful than any contem
porary group in existence. Mixing
sheets of shimmering guitar work,
harmony effects, riff trading, slide

leads, heavy rhythms and thunderous
chord pounding. Foghat mashes out
a body-shaking barrage that just
doesn't quit. There is not one mediocre
cut on the entire LP. Lonesome Dave’s
vocals conjure up visions of Savoy
Brown’s past, but the music is hotter
and nastier than Brown ever was.
Rock and roll of the highest calibre,
Foghat proves that it is still possible
to play hit-’em-between-the-eyes music
without the aid of mascara . . . some
times it just takes talent
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musical structure raised by the fa
mous Procol boys. All the songs are
exceptionally well done, with Gary
Brooker’s easily indentifiable vocals
and grand piano work given added
push by Mick Grabham’s soaring gui
tar plucking and Chris Copping’s ma
jestic organ surges. Lyricist Keith
Reid excells on this rock edifice with
poems equal in stature to his “Salty
Dog’’-“Whiter Shade of Pale” days.
Although some of the classical ele
ments in the songs tend to make things
a bit mawkish at times, the orches
tration is generally put to good use.
Sometimes syrupy, sometimes spirited,
the residents of Grand Hotel are al
ways captivating.

Todd Rundgren—
A Wizard, A True Star
Rating: one ear,
one mouth
Todd Rundgren has al
ways been daring people to ignore
him. A lot of people have found that
very easy to do in the past; and
judging by the sound of this new land
mark in Runtomania, the situation
shouldn’t change much. Todd is most
ly known for his lilting and slightly
cloying soft rock sounds, and side two
is just full of the candied Runt songs
that have become his trademark.
Yecccchh. Side one, to Todd’s credit,
is an excellent excursion into Disneyish synthesized work comparable to
nothing ever put on a rock record be
fore. The top notch effect of total
phantasmagoria comes crashing to the
ground, however, with the advent of
side two. A Wizard, A True Star is a
magic trick that doesn’t quite work
. . . and what magic fan wants to
see a top hat without a rabbit inside?

Seatrain—Watch
(Warners)
Rating: one heart
On their latest voyage
into nebulous rock and
roll. Seatrain has mapped out a myriad
of exotic and magical tunes touching
every style imaginable. Tossing waves
of strings, brass, flute, oboe, tuba,
dobro and vibes into a solid body of
funk, Seatrain spews forth chunks of
plain old rock (“Pack Of Fools”),
good-time honky-tonk boogy (“Blood
shot Eyes"), ballads (“We Are Your
Children Too”) and pieces of myth
ology-laden magical music (“Abbe
ville Fair” and “Scratch”). Remin
iscent, in mood, of the days of Coun
try Joe, Jim Kweskin and The Blues
Project, the music of Seatrain will
swirl around in your head for hours
after you’ve listened to the LP.

Sha Na Na—The
Golden Age of Rock
and Roll (Kama Sutra)
Rating: two ears
So I says to my chick,
I says “Baby, if you love me, prove
it.” So she gets real mad, ya know,
and she calls me a pig. Well, den I
figure dat I gotta win hJr over with
charm and stuff. So I pick up a couple
of six packs and bring her over ta my
place and put on this new Sha Na Na
record. And we start drinking. And
I’m spiking her drinks with airplane
glue. And we’re listening to these guys
play “Yakety Yack,” “Blue Moon,”
"Heartbreak Hotel" and "Chantilly
Lace.” I tell ya, I got all choked up
when they played “Tell Laura I Love
Her.” I even stopped pawing at Liz
when that one came on. Finally, the
guys sing "Teenager In Love.” I make
my move. How was I to know that
she was one of those Alice Cooper
types? To make matters worse he took
the rest of my brew and the record,
too!

Three Dog Night—
Around the World
With Three Dog Night
Rating: one mouth
Save yourself the trip
and stay home . . . unless you really
like Three Dog Night or pizzeria juke
boxes.

Rick Wakeman—
The Six Wives of
Henry VIII (A&M)
Rating: two hearts
Anti-Yes
folks
will
probably try their hardest to kill this
one. As part of Yes, Rick has been
accused of helping to creat a stereo
typed, muzakish and very computer
like sound that is irritating to the ear
and, some insist, to the intellect. On
the Six Wives, Rick should be able
to win over even the most skeptical
to his side of the musical fence as he
slides his hands over almost every type
of keyboard known to man in a flurry
of instrumental skill inspired by the
personalities of Henry’s half dozen
brides. Skipping from ELP-ish classi
cal influences to jazz, folk and rock
with the blur of a finger, Rick pounds
his synthesizer, harpsichord, mellotron, mini-moog and electric and
grand pianos into a series of melodies
that are as free flowing as they are
memorable. Although un-Yesish in
structure, these tunes will endear Rick
even more to Yes fans. The Six Wives
would even make Ann Boleyn lose
her head in admiration.

Johnny Winter—Still
Alive and Well
(Columbia)
Rating: one heart
After two years in rock
limbo fighting off the aftereffects of
hype, pressure and junk, guitarist
first-class Winter has returned to the
rock scene in a triumph of raw rock
splendor. Wielding a flashy slide gui
tar sound dense enough to crumble
a brick wall, Johnny and his new
band (a trio) let loose with a bar
rage of barrelhouse blooze power that
is highlighted by frantic note bend
ing, powerful bass flailing and dyna
mite drumming. Assisted by Rick
Hobbs and Rich Hughes, Johnny
wails through some originals (“Still
Alive and Well”), a couple of stand
ards (“Rock Me Baby” and “Let It
Bleed”) and a tune especially pen
ned for Johnny by Mick Jagger and
Keith Richard entitled “Silver Train.”
A real gut buster of an LP.

Don’t Overlook
These Disks
Andy Pratt
(Columbia)
Rating: one ear
If Tinker Bell, Leon
Russell and the Shangri-Las were trapped inside a record
ing studio with a dozen music boxes
and a wild rock band, the resulting
album would be called Andy Pratt.
A Boston-bred singer, songwriter, and
musician, Andy has a voice that al
ternately sounds like Leon Russell
and the chipmunks. His style of writ
ing sprawls somewhere between Cat
Stevens, your average run-of-the-mill
folk rocker and Walt Disney. Al
though uneven in spots, Andy’s debut
falsetto-infested album stands as an
imaginative excursion into novelty
pop.

Stardrive—
Intergalactic Trot
(Elektra)
Rating: one heart
Not since the days of
Star Treck has so much intergalactic
feedback pulsated in one place at one
time. Synthesizer ace Robert Mason
has put together a planetful of science
fiction jazz rock which defies the
imagination and the eardrums. With
touches of Mahavishnu orchestration
and space-age headiness, Mason’s mu
sic elevates Zappa-ish melodies to
their most ethereal level.
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Bea Arthur: ALL IN THE FAMILY opened
the way for controversial topics like Im
potence, birth control, and diarrhea.
MAUDE carried controversy one step fur
ther by getting an abortion.

Maude Bucks The System —
And Wins!
Thirty years ago, a teenage Bea Arthur dreamed of being

the tiny blonde heroine who set men’s hearts swooning.
Today, TV’s stately Maude

is proving that darling debutantes don ’t always make the best wives.
by Barbara Graustark

CIRCUS 5i

“It was fun,” she says of
her early struggle Into showbiz. Between
casting calls and unemployment checks,
she and hubby Gene Saks scoured 42nd
Street movie theaters. “We never felt
unsuccessful—we
thought
we
were
stars!”

T’m not exactly a dead ringer for
JL Donna Reed,” quipped Maudes
stately Bea Arthur, straightening her
skirt around her portly 5’9’/6” frame
while her two young children play
fully cavort with two mammoth Ger
man Shepherd dogs around her legs.
And while the middle-aged actress
bears absolutely no resemblance to
the petite blond ingenues and ador
able debutante brunettes who have
won the public’s trust as America’s
stereotyped harried housewives and
perfect mothers, the arrival of the
brash powerhouse called Maude on
the TV screen has shattered the situ
ation comedy mold, sending Donna
Reeds and Mary Tyler Moores scur
rying for the security of their sterile
kitchens and twin bed sets. With a
plowing personality and physique
bearing more resemblance to Hazel
than to either pixie-ish Moore or ca
pable Donna, left-leaning, liberal
Maude, now on her fourth marriage
—and with a divorced daughter, to
boot—has brought a taste of irrcverance and realism to the public’s fiz
zled image of the TV wife. And with
a sexual appetite as developed as her
statuesque body, Maude has brought
the word “passion” to television—
convincing millions that TV wives
need not look and sound like wispy
blonde bastions of piety.
But backstage, a casually attired
Bea rests on a sofa, pushes the grey
ing locks off her creased forehead,
and reminisces about all the years she
spent alternately slumping to look
shorter and wishing aloud she were
just another one of the tiny blonde
debutantes who got all the leading
lady roles. TV’s WASP liberal matron
from upper class Westchester County
was actually born a child of the De
pression in the heart of New York
City. Her father moved the family to
Cambridge, Maryland, when Bea was
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eleven in an effort to build a business
to support them. “All I ever wanted
to be was an actress,” she recalls. “I
used to keep movie-star scrapbooks
and trade movie-star pictures—you
know, ‘I’ll give you two Clark Gables
for one Carole Lombard.’ All those
Hollywood ladies were so pretty and
so short! By the time I was twelve,
I was 5’916” in my stocking feet!’
Fantasy vs. fact: Bea spent her
teen years alternately living in the
childish fantasy of a Hollywood
dream and viewing the stark reality
of life in a Southern town. She can
vividly recall the horror of a town
lynching, and the humiliation inflicted
on the town’s only Jewish family.
Years later she would curb her nega
tive feelings with a good-natured
shrug. “Cambridge was a beautiful
place and I might have been lucky
living there and off the streets. Some
one asked me ‘Were you unhappy?’
‘Did you feel prejudice?’ I can’t say
that I ever felt anything but happy
to be alive and wanting to make it.
I don’t mean that I was unaware of
anti-Semitism. Christ, no. I’m not say
ing there weren’t hurts. I’m just say
ing I didn’t dwell on them.” But one
hurt lingers on. “My best friend was
the daughter of a Methodist minister.
I used to pick her up on the way to
school. One morning, she said I
couldn’t meet her anymore and I
asked why. She said, ‘Don’t you
know? Because you’re Jewish’’ I think
I went to pieces.”
To escape the culture shock inher
ent in deep South living, Bea escaped
to the movies. There, the tallest girl
in the class would spend her last
penny watching the Lombards, Col
berts, and Turners—all the diminu
tive heroines—being rescued, loved,
and fought over by their heroes. “I
didn’t know beans about acting, and
I was painfully shy,” she remembers.

“I didn’t know if I had any talent,
although I used to make my friends
laugh by imitating Mae West and I
was voted the wittiest girl in my class.
All I knew is that I wanted to be in
Hollywood looking little and blonde
and beautiful.”
Give acting a whirl: When nobody
took her ambition seriously, Bea re
considered and studied to become a
registered lab technician, about as far
from her Hollywood “calling” as pos
sible. But one bout with unromantic
practicality bored her stiff, and she
soon fled to New York City to give
acting a whirl.
At this time, right after the second
World War, serious students of the
theater banded together down at the
New School for Social Research to
study acting under Erwin Piscator.
Bea settled into her $15 a month cold
water flat and immediately immersed
herself in drama lessons.
“When I first met her,” recalls her
husband, director Gene Saks, “she
was trying to hide behind some actors
on the stage because she felt so large.”
“I’d be thrown into these crowd
scenes,” she shudders, “and I’d
crouch down, hoping no one would
see me.” Then one day, Piscator no
ticed Bea’s booming voice and slender
stature and pronounced her the class
leading lady. “He had me doing all
the classcial parts,” she recalls, “and
the truth was that I couldn’t act at
all!”
But rejection notices and occasion
al bit parts soon convinced Bea that
there were few roles to match her
classical training. Instead, she studied
with a voice teacher, temporarily
abandoning Broadway.
“At that
time,” she explains, “all girl singers
were trying to sound like Lena
Horne. Finally, I got a job in a night
club, and I failed miserably. I can
still remember Julius Monk—as he
was firing me—telling me I had a
great flair, not for singing but for
comedy. I thought he was off his
rocker, I never thought I had a funny
bone in my body.”
‘Garbage’ set her apart: But others
did. Sid. Caesar recalls the days when
Bea did short, five-line comedy quips
on his old Show of Shows and
brought down the house. “She was an
extraordinarily talented comedienne,”
he enthuses, “and she had a style all
her own.” And a comedy stint on
a George Gobel show would intro
duce her to then-writer Norman Lear,
now one half of the successful Lear/
Yorkin duo that creates All In The
Family, Sanford and Son and Maude.
But BeA’s first professional acting
job almost convinced her to throw in
the towel. As a mere bit player and
understudy to Tallulah Bankhead in
an edition of Ziegfeld Follies, Bea

was thrown the slimmest acting bones
Tallulah cast aside. She began to have
doubts, about her own abilities the
first night she saw the divine Tallulah
float down a long, curving flight of
stairs in a magnificent white satin
gown and floating, ’floor-length fox
fur. When Tallulah reached the bot
tom, she glanced seductively at the
audience, proudly introduced herself,
and accepted the 20 minutes of non
stop applause. “Now I ask you, how
was I supposed to understudy that,”
sighed Bea. Tallulah told Bea that she
was marvelously talented but lacked
the bone structure to be a leading
lady. Her foresight seemed prophetic.
The statuesque Miss Arthur soon
found herself relegated to often im
portant but second banana roles, from
The Three Penny Opera to her Tony
award winning role in Marne, and in
movies like Lovers and Other Strang
ers.
One day, while her husband was
out on the West Coast directing The
Last Of The Red Hot Lovers, Bea
got a phone call from Norman Lear
saying he wanted her to film a seg
ment of All In The Family. He had
been a staunch admirer of Bea’s since
1954 when he saw her in an Off
Broadway production called The
Shoestring Revue and vividly recalled
her singing “a torch song called ‘Gar
bage.’ She sang it while leaning up
against a street lamp, with a single
spotlight on her. The idea was ‘Gar
bage, he treated me like garbage,’ and
every time Bea sang the word gar
bage, the house rocked with laugh
ter.”
Fusing Maude: Upon hearing that
Bea was flying out to join her hus
band in California, Lear persuaded
the reluctant actress to try a new me
dium—television—and to portray the
role of Archie’s liberal cousin Maude
on one segment of the successful
situation comedy. Her staunch stand
against the boSsy Bunker gave Archie
what one writer called “his first come
uppance” and won Maude the hearts
of millions of fans. Her character was
a success, said the thousands of fan
letters that poured into the CBS of
fices. And CBS challenged Lear to
create a new series.
In Hollywood and New York, with
writer Rod Parker and husband Gene
by her side, Bea slowly fused the
many personalities of Maude. Inner
strength had been an important char
acteristic of every Arthur invention
—the woman who could successfully
stand up to men with a sharp tongue
and stinging wit. Now honesty be
came as important to Maude as her
brashness. “In some ways I am
Maude,” she confesses. “Like her, I’m
a liberal—sometimes a pretty mis
guided liberal. It just eats me up when

I see somebody being dishonest. I’m
the sort of person who goes through
life taking landlords to court.” And
her husband admits, “Bea’s a formid
able person. I’d love to have her on
my side when I’m trying to exchange
socks.” But Bea has fused both sides
of the picture: in real life she looks
formidable but admits she’s often a
chicken. And when she once took
her landlord to small claims court for
$50, her joy was balanced by the
realization that she had spent $39 on
taxis to and from the courtroom. Like
Maude, she does her best to buck the
system, accepting her losses as well
as her gains.
High-priced repairman: On the
show, personal trials are rearranged
to give the audience the feeling of
satisfaction that comes from bucking
the system. “One time we had a TV
repairman come to fix the TV,” Bea
says of one episode. “He couldn’t fix
it, but charged $20 for a house call.
Maude said, ‘Here is $3 and just
think to yourself, ‘I’ve made $3 today
for doing absolutely nothing.’”
And marking a bold new turn in
prime time TV Arthur, Parker and
Lear have assembled a woman who
bitches, yells, and carries on as any
real man or woman might. “There’s
a strong sex angle to the show,” she
admits. “The fact is that many peo
ple Maude’s age have a very active
sex life going. So why not say it?
Why not play it that way? On some
of these old shows, the husbands and
wives look and sound like they’ve
never been to bed together.” Thus,
two infamous Maude episodes saw

TELEVISION
the 47-year-old, three-time divorcee
getting an abortion. And frequent
one-liners rip down already declining
sex talk taboos. “Do you know what
it means to be poor and pregnant?”
Maude confided to her daughter.
“Twice a week I had to go to the
laundromat. I hated that place. It was
full of perverts. They used to love to
sit in front of the machines and watch
nylon panties go round and round.”
Or her lecture on sexual embarrass
ment: “The next thing I knew I was
in the hospital where a nurse handed
me a brown paper bag and told me
to deposit my undergarments. Then
she just stood there while I slowly
died of embarrassment You see,
Carol, I had run out of underwear
and was wearing your father’s boxer
shorts.”
While admitting that “there’s so
much of Maude in me that I don’t
know where she begins and I end,”
Bea finds it ironic that after twentyfive years in theater and films, she has
finally found her own place on TV—
not her preferred medium—and in
that once stereotyped role of the
housewife. “You do' one TV show
and everyone knows you,” she said,
amazement lighting her face. “I went
into our village hardware store one
day (after her introductory episode
on All In The Family). The owner
said, ‘Mrs. Saks, that was you on All
In The Family! We had no idea!’
I said, ‘but my movie Lovers and
Other Strangers was playing right next
door here for several weeks.’ ‘Oh
movies,’ he shrugged, ‘who goes?* ”

ga
Jack Paar once heard she
was funny and Invited her on his old TV
show. But Bea promptly clammed up and
refused to squeak more (han a ‘yes’ «‘no.*_________________________________
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Allmans Charge
For Wounded Knee
T was introduced to various Indian
1 leaders in Canada and the United
States during my travels. The Wound
ed Knee incident made me feel that
this would be a time to try to do them
some good,” said the Allman Brothers’
lead guitarist Dickie Betts after two
days of intensive meetings in Macon,
Georgia, with the Allmans’ record
company, management, and with In
dian activists. Betts was planning a
nationwide series of concerts to raise
$2,000,000 for the preservation of
North American Indian culture. He
had already arranged a string of Allman appearances (which kicked off
with two dates in Miami, Florida),
and hoped to persuade other major
groups to hold benefits in cities the
Allmans missed. The grand finale was
to be a monster outdoor concert at
a 40,000-seat stadium in Boulder,
Colorado, with all the groups joining
in. Before Dickie flew to New York
to recruit his old friends the Grate
ful Dead, he explained why he had
so unexpectedly dedicated himself to
a social cause. “I initially got in
volved with Indian movements a few
Dickie Betts: Rounding up $2,000,000 to years ago because of my wife. She’s
help the Indians.
an Indian.”

• Many people wonder just how much
money rock stars make from record
sales. Well, here are some top-secret
examples. On the sale of an album,
James Taylor gets 60c, Carole King
gets 30c, Carly Simon receives 35c,
Alice Cooper gets 55c. Carole, by the
way, just purchased 240 acres of land
in Connecticut, while turning down
$100,000 offered her by United Air
lines for the rights to her “You’ve
Got A Friend.” Talking about money,
producers make it too, and Peter
Asher, James’ producer, has such a
healthy cut of James that he makes
as much money as Mr. Taylor himself.

Bob Dylan: Playing pinball In L.A. while a
battle of the bucks rages In New York. ?

Dylan Deadlocked
With Columbia
The Grateful Dead are looking for
a new label, having virtually aban
doned their current record company
—Warner Brothers—when Warners
would not give the group their own
label and their own distribution deal.
A&M Records seems the most likely
company to get the group, although
Columbia President Clive Davis was
seen talking to the guys backstage
at New York’s Felt Forum in New
York recently when they showed up
as surprise guests for a New Riders
concert. Columbia may be losing Bob
Dylan because he too wants his own
label. Atlantic Records’ president Ahment Ertegun has been quick to offer
his company’s services, but Dylan’s
last-minute hesitation may be due
to his realization that Columbia still
owns enough previously unreleased
tapes to put out a Bob Dylan LP in
direct competition with every new
album Dylan himself puts out. The
legendary singer seems untroubled by
his business hassles. He has report
edly been looking for a house at the
beach in Malibu, California, (where
Elton John spends his summers), and
was seen watching David Blue at
L.A.’s Troubador. He was also spotted
playing pinball on Fairfax Avenue,
the Jewish ghetto of Los Angeles.

Stars Watch While Stills Weds
AAAAAAAAA^
When Steven Stills married famed
singer Veronique Sanson recently at
his home in Surrey, England, many
stars were on hand to help celebrate,
but they were all close friends, such
as Graham Nash, Harry Nilsson,
Marc “T. Rex” Bolan, Marianne Faith
ful, The Doors, and others. The house,
by the way, was once owned (at dif
ferent times) by Ringo Starr and
Peter Sellers. A week later in New
York, Atlantic’s President Ahmet Er
tegun gave a dinner party for the
newlyweds at the Carlyle hotel. Stills,
sporting a new beard, looked very
well indeed, and told friends that by
summer the recording business would
be confronted with offspring of Man
assas forming their own groups. And
the circle goes. . . .

Stills:

The

Graham Nash, Harry Nilsson, and the
Doors Into Steve’s living room.

What were those five strange look
ing men with the huge sunglasses
doing all night in the sprawling 30room mansion in Ocharios, Jamaica?
Why were they driving off by lim
ousine each morning to a building in
the midst of Kingston, then coming
back devilishly late, entering the
house, and often keeping the lights
on until sunup? Because they were
trying to complete what they hadn’t
been able to finish at a studio in Los
Angeles. Yes, at press time the Roll
ing Stones are still laboring over
the vocal tracks of their next LP. Is
the problem creative constipation ?
“No,” says Mick Jagger, “I’m writing
more songs now than ever. In fact,
I’m writing more these days than

Peter Townshend and Bob Dylan com
bined.”
• There will be no United States Roll
ing Stones tour in 1973. According to
a group spokesman, the last tour was
too hectic and not financially success
ful enough. The group travels with
80 roadies, and because of soaring
production expenses the most recent
Jagger juggernaut of America netted
only $180,000 in profit. Originally,
the group was to have charged $7.50
a ticket, but kept the price to $6.50 to
accommodate their fans. If they had
charged that single extra dollar, they
would have cleared $800,000 more.
The Rolling Stones will, however, tour
Europe this summer. They find it
more low key and enjoyable.

No More Stones For The States

Alice Cooper: Chortled the Coop, “I’ll
reach audiences Ed McMahon could never
touch.”

Alice Cooper’s current Billion Dol
lar Babies tour cost 1.2 million to
produce. The three month tour ends
up in New York at Madison Square
Garden on June 3, at which time Alice
hopes to have onstage “everyone
Rona Barrett knows.” Asked if he
could possibly go any further with his
show, Alice replied, “The kids keep
getting sicker; and as they get sick
er, we’ll be right behind them.” As
a child, Alice went to church three
times a week. “If I’d listened to my
mother, I’d still be at home,” chuckl
ed America’s biggest phenomena. “I’m
really Fred McMurray off stage and
Bela Lugosi on.” In a more serious
mood, Alice hopes to make a quarter
of a million dollars out of merchan
dising products bearing his name, such
as cosmetics, fingernail decals, and
beer. And the tour itself is slated to
gross 4.6 million dollars, which will
make it the highest earning concert
junket in the history of the United
States. Coming in second is none other
than the last Rolling Stones tour,
which grossed a mere (sob!) 3.2 mil
lion. They’ll have to try harder next
time.

Billion Dollar Babies
Costs A Million
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The Who Whiz Into New LP (At Lost!)

Peter Townshend: While Peter writes songs
about The Who’s respectability, Keith
Moon is proving he’s anything but.

I

I

While Uriah Heep’s new live double!
LP clatters loudly up the charts, a
much softer album called Proud
Words On A Dusty Shelf (from Mer
cury Records) is sitting quietly in the
record bins waiting for an occasional
buyer. The record is the first solo
LP from organist Ken Hensley, the
man whose organ and songs power
Uriah Heep’s unearthly wail. But for
Hensley, this album is much more
than just a modest side venture . . .
it is a safety valve that kept him
from blasting his way out of the.
Heep. “If I hadn’t made the album,
I would have had to split from the
band,” admitted Ken just before be
ginning his current tour of the states,
Japan and Australia. “These were
genuine feelings coming out of me,
and I had to have an outlet for them.”
Hensley’s feelings were so melancholy
that he received a flock of tear-stained
fan letters requesting that he cheer
up and write some happier tunes. But
Ken seems intent on continuing down
the path of gloom. His newest songs,
he says, are “an extension” of the
old ones. And if Hensley has his way,
Uriah Heep’s new music may well
roll down misery road as well. “If the
band are going to depend on me for
their songs,” he says, “they’re going
to have to go the way my songs dic
tate.”

wimwwiismw

Last month Peter Townshend sat
on his bed in the early morning light,
stared glumly at a photo of Meher
Baba on the wall, and declared that
he seemed totally unable to come up
with a new LP for The Who. This
month, as he paced the living room
of his modest English mini-mansion,
Townshend’s mood had totally alter
ed. He had a new album more than
half written, and he was feverishly
excited about it. “It’s a rock opera,
and the working title is Quadrephenia,” he announced. “I’m constructing
a central figure, a kind of archetypal
mod, incorporating each member of
The Who into a facet of his character.
It’s as if his story is the. biography
of The Who. I seem to be doing a
sort of musical Clockwork Orange.
Yet A Clockwork Orange was a com-

edy, whereas this is more of a trage
dy. It encompasses so many tragic
things that happened to the Mods.
The fact that they grew up and be
came respectable, that’s totally mis
erable. And the fact that they turned
into middle-aged pop stars, that’s
even worse.” But a few miles away,
Who drummer Keith Moon was dem
onstrating that he’s become anything
but respectable. While rehearsing the
stage act that the Who may use to
present their new album, Moon ca
vorted around his Surrey home like
a slapstick cowboy. As he twirled a
magic wand designed to shoot pellets,
there was a sudden bang. The wand
misfired and Keith collapsed to the
floor. An hour later he was in the
hospital being treated for a bruised
stomach.

Bolan Runs A Hail
Of Critical Bullets
T ast year Marc Bolan was the darJL-/ling of the British press. This year
he’s the dartboard. The loving head
lines that once boasted about “T.
Rexstacy” are now blasting that the
bopping imp has lost his magic touch.
“Heroes do get left behind,” said
critic Richard Watts of Bolan’s new
LP Tanx. Watts launched into a ti
rade about “whole swathes of forget
table mediocrity” and the “energy
that’s been missing lately,” then spec
ulated that Bolan “might just be
running.out of decent verbal juxtapo
sitions.” But not everyone was eager
to kiss Marc off as a has-been. Critic
Gavin Petrie gushed about Bolan’s
“relentless drive,” and his habit of
working on a boogy track “like a pos
sessed inventor;” then Petrie con
cluded blissfully that the prince of
T. Rex “must be the last of the guitar
kings.
• Meanhwile T. Rex are touring the
Far East and Australia and will be
back to North America in June in an
other attempt to thaw the previously
rather cool receptions granted them Marc Bolan: The critics are trying to turn
by U.S. audiences
him Into a has-been.

BACK PAGES

• Over a year ago everyone but group
founder Robert Fripp suddenly stomp
ed out of King Crimson—the band
famed for “Court of the Crimson
King.” It looked like curtains for
Crimson’s spacey, mellotron-powered
sound; but a few months later, Fripp
pulled together a new contingent of
musicians and declared that Crimson
would live forever. Now, just as At
lantic Records is releasing the first
LP from the new line-up, another
member has tumbled out of the band.
Percussionist Jaime Muir is not only
leaving King Crimson, he’s abandon
ing the whole rock scene. “I’ve gotten
into meditation recently,” the lightlybearded, bead-wearing Muir explained.
”I’ve come to the conclusion that I
really don’t want to be famous and
have lots of money and travel from
hotel to hotel and participate in sex Robert Fripp: The group that would last
ual orgies at the London clubs.”
forever Is crumbling again.
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ELP Quake
The Globe
Stevie Winwood: For the first time In
years, Mr. Traffic wants to whip up new
LP’s like pancakes.

Winwood Bursts
Out Of Seclusion
If polls were run to determine rockdom’s most stubborn hermit, Stevie
Winwood would undoubtedly cop a
top prize. Since the days in 1969 when
he toured the States with Clapton in
Blind Faith, the wonderboy of fantasy
rock has emerged from his country
estate in Gloucestershire only to make
an occasional record and perform one
tour a year with Traffic. But suddenly
Stevie has shown signs of leaping
back into public life. “I’ve been work
ing on a lot of songs, and I started
putting down a solo album this
month,” he says. “I really want to
play with people, in fact, with any
one.” The first people Winwood play
ed with in recent months were Eric
Clapton and Peter Townshend at Lon
don’s Rainbow Theater last Decem
ber. And now Stevie’s producing an
LP from two African musicians (Remi
Kebaka and Loughty Amao—both of
Osibisa). Chuckles Winwood with un-.
expected enthusiasm, “I’m going to
do an album a week from now on.”

Way back in October, Greg Lake
declared dreamily that ELP would
like to be able to tour with a small
squadron of trucks bearing ELP’s
very own concert stage, lighting
equipment, PA system, and portable
living quarters. “Every night we’d
go into the truck, which would be
done up like a living room, and it
would be like a home, We’d walk
onto our own stage, which would be
like home again,” mused Greg. Now
that seemingly utopian vision has
finally come to pass. ELP have just

cruised through nine European coun
tries with what they call “the big
gest mobile production ever staged.”
As fifty tour employees flew from city
to city, they were followed on the
ground by two trailer trucks carrying
over twenty tons of equipment, in
cluding a mamoth portable stage
sixty feet wide and twenty-five feet
deep vaulted by a thirty foot high
arch. The arch is studded with one
hundred spotlights and hung with
five sets of curtains. ELP’s current
worldwide tour is as ambitious as its
props. Now that the group has left
Europe, it plans to head for Japan,
Australia, America, and finally—six
long months from now—mother Eng
land. But for Greg Lake, that’s not
quite enough. “It would be nice,” he
sighs, “if we could play Russia.”

ELP: Crackling across four continents with
20 tons of portable stage and props.
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The Beatles: John, George and Ringo sang
In L.A., while McCartney waited in London
to hear the tapes.

Beatles Reunite!?!
The Beatles are in towh! or at
least three of their number. Ringo
Starr, George Harrison and John
Lennon were simultaneously in Los
Angeles for about a week—Paul was
still back in London; the United
States immigration authorities refuse
to grant him a visa because the Eng
lish have charged him with raising
marijuana in the greenhouse on his
Scottish farm.
Ringo was in L.A. cutting a new
album with super-producer Richard
Perry (Nilsson, Carly Simon, Barbra
Streisand), and the rumors flew hot
and heavy that John and George were
helping him out. Actually, although
the rumors eventually proved to be
true, they were premature by about
four days.
The sessions, cldsed to writers and
nensiey, uus AlBrnfl^Tb mucn inureT
than just a modest side venture . . .
it is a safety valve that kept him
from blasting his way out of the.
Heep. “If I hadn’t made the album,
I would have had to split from the
band,” admitted Ken just before be
ginning his current tour of the states,
Japan and Australia. “These were
genuine feelings coming out of me,
and I had to have an outlet for them.”
Hensley’s feelings were so melancholy
that he received a flock of tear-stained
fan letters requesting that he cheer
up and write some happier tunes. But
Ken seems intent on continuing down
the path of gloom. His newest songs,
he says, are “an extension” of the
old ones. And if Hensley has his way,
Uriah Heep’s new music may well
roll down misery road as well. “If the
band are going to depend on me for
their songs,” he says, “they’re going
to have to go the way my songs dic
tate.”

photographers alike, took place at the
Sunset Studios on the Sunset Strip,
usually beginning about nine o’clock
at night. Says Perry, “Klaus Voorman
was there, and Nicky Hopkins came
down from San Francisco, and Jim
Keltner came in to play drums with
Ringo.
“George came into town on Satur
day. We played the tracks for him
and he was knocked out. He had a
song for Ringo and came along and
played on the sessions. We knew John
was in town, and supposedly he had
a song for Ringo as well, but nobody
knew for sure if he would show up
or not. But he came down to the ses
sions too and started working on the
album. It was really funny, because
it had been quite some time since
they had all gotten together.”
m.Tui.3—uu—guv
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Although Ringo’s album reunited
three Beatles, Perry is not entirely
convinced that it will result in a total
Beatle renaissance. The producer flew
off to London to finish Ringo’s album
and work with Paul on the sound of
his television special. Would he
talk to Paul about re-joining the
Beatles? “Well,” says Richard, “we’re
going to be spending quite a bit of
time together, and naturally I’ll play
him the tracks and maybe he’ll be
moved to contribute something of his
own. I don’t know what will happen
beyond this album, but it seems like
they’re all banding together around
Ringo, which is just such a perfect
way for it to happen. There couldn’t
be a better person to be the focal
point for a reunion.”
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critic Richard Watts of Bolan’s new
LP Tanx. Watts launched into a ti
rade about “whole swathes of forget
table mediocrity” and the “energy
that’s been missing lately,” then spec
ulated that Bolan “might just be
running.out of decent verbal juxtapo
sitions.” But not everyone was eager
to kiss Marc off as a has-been. Critic
Gavin Petrie gushed about Bolan’s
“relentless drive,” and his habit of
working on a boogy track “like a pos
sessed inventor;” then Petrie con
cluded blissfully that the prince of
T. Rex “must be the last of the guitar
kings.
• Meanhwile T. Rex are touring the
Far East and Australia and will be
back to North America in June in an
other attempt to thaw the previously
rather cool receptions granted them A
by U.S. audiences
!■ti

• Terry Knight is back in litigation
with Grand Funk Railroad. Judy Col
lins sold out her special three night
engagement at the Troubador and
could have filled it several times over.
Her single “Cook with Honey” is cer
tain to go gold. She went on national
television and told Johnny Carson
that even though American involve
ment in the Viet Nam war is over,
there is no reason to stop singing
about protesting war as a major factor in life.

“Melanie At Carnegie Hail
Something Special.
drenaline

with no one".
Circus for y<

■^50/
February 3.1973. Melanie gave a
one-woman concert at Carnegie Hall
that held an audience spellbound for
2% uninterrupted hours. It was her birthday,
and she spent it with the people she loves ~
the most: herfans. And a great concert
album requires a great audience.
“Melanie At Carnegie Hall ’ was recorded
live, that night. It's a two-record set where
Melanie shows her past self, present self,
and future self. She covers a lot of years,
a myriad of moods, and all the mellow music
that makes Melanie, Melanie.
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hese are the twenty LP*s that the CIRCUS Poll shows are winning the race for rock popularity this month. The hype,
the over-promotion, the publicity don't mean a thing on this exclusive CIRCUS chart. It is compiled directly from

letters sent by more than 4,000 serious rock listeners living in every corner of the U.S. and Canada. (A star shows that an

LP Is shooting rapidly toward the top of the chart.)

*11
* 1 (14) Billion Dollar Babies—Alice Cooper
2 ( 2) Who Do We Think We Are—Deep Purple *12
13
3 ( 1) Volume IV—Black Sabbath
4 ( 3) Living in the Past—Jethro Tull
14
5 ( 4) School’s Out—Alice Cooper
15
6 ( 8) Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust—

David Bowie
* 7 (15) Don’t Shoot Me - I'm Only the
Piano Player—Elton John
8 ( 5) Magician’s Birthday—Uriah Heep
9 ( 6) Close to the Edge—Yes
*10 (18) They Only Come Out at Night—
Edgar Winter Group
1 Houses of the Holy—Led Zeppelin
2 Thirty Seconds over Winterland—
Jefferson Airplane
3 Still Alive and Well—Johnny Winter
4 Fire Up—Merle Saunders
5 The New Age—Canned Heat
6 Made in Japan—Deep Purple

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

(—) Catch Bull at Four—Cat Stevens
(—) No Secrets—Carly Simon
(10) All the Young Dudes—Mott The
Hoople

(12) Phoenix—Grand Funk Railroad
( 7) Rock & Roll Music to the World—

Ten Years After
Dark Side of the Moon—Pink Floyd
Thick as a Brick—Jethro Tull
Slayed—Slade
Tyranny & Mutation—Blue Oyster
Cult
20 ( 9) Machine Head—Deep Purple

16
17
18
19

(—)
(16)
(—)
(—)

Rosie—Fairport Convention
Focus 3—Focus
Last Chance—Cat Mother
In Deep—Argent
Laid Back—Greg Allman
Alladin Sane—David Bowie
Sun Wheel Dance—Bruce Cockburn

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Penguin—Fleetwood Mac
Exile—Exile
First Base—Babe Ruth
Honey In the Rock—Charles Daniels
Eat It—Humble Pie
Friendliness—Stackridge
Double Diamond—If

To make sure that your favorite albums make It on the CIRCUS Top Twenty, fill out the ballot below with the names
of three NEW records, then send it to CIRCUS Top Twenty, 801 Second Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017.

Your name

Address

Age

BETTER THAN A RESERVED SEAT
AT JAGGER S BREAKFAST TABLE
...Peter Townshend lounged in a
swanky restaurant and rapped to
us about how synthesizers and mov
ie cameras could put the adrenaline
back in rock.
... Ringo settled himself by a swim
ming pool in Spain to tell us about
the days when Paul was hounding
him with a lawsuit.

PIC
HUMBLE PIE
Blasts Off
With 'Eat 1^

of Baaatf
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PROCOL HARUM:

an Craad H.f.1'
ELTON JOHN'S
Wacky MiniMansion
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■ OWII Boom
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newsstand ten minutes after the
last copy of Circus disappeared.
You could have been in bed sick
with no one to run out and pick up
Circus for you. You could have been
standing by the magazine rack with
out a penny in your pocket while
the last Circus walked away with
someone else.
You could have been off in the
woods or up in the mountains or
just plain all-day spaced while that
newsstand man blew his last copies.
Man, how high and dry you could
have been.
BUT if you’d been clever, you
could have had it easy, safe, sure
and secure. With that man who’s
never stopped by rain or sleet or
slush or snow slipping a fresh and
shiny Circus through that slot in
your door every month.
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...Alvin Lee fiddled with his clogs
in a record company office and ask
ed us to point out that “I'm Going
Home’’ is not where Ten Years After
is at.
...Dr. John The Night Tripper sat
down to a telephone in L.A. and told
us how he got Mick Jagger and Eric
Clapton to play on his latest album.

And you could have missed it all.
You could have gotten to the
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by Steve Gaines

The Underwear Stampers
Arrive — Slade
In England and Europe they’ve clobbered the charts with enough singles
to knock even T. Rex off the top of the mountain. Now they’re laying

their reputation on the line with a new LP — Stayed?
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T^here is definitely something very
A special about this mass of people.
They look like cheerleaders for a glit
ter version of the Hell’s Angels, and
they’re not exactly the type of crowd
you’d want to get into a hassle with.
The girls are micro-mini-ed and burst
ing through their tight sweaters and
blouses. Slung over their arms or jam
med into handbags are assorted bras
and panties emblazoned with obscene
sayings. The boys' pants are tight and
short, dead-ending six inches above
high-heeled stomping boots. Under
leather jackets which flutter with tin
sel, their shirts are garishly spangled.
Hair styles are long and uncombed,
and usually covered by a top hat clus
tered with tiny mirrors.
Forgotten muscle-kids: These are
Slade people. They’re the rough-andready children of England’s working
class. They’re the silent majority of a
country, a majority which was turned
off by Marc Bolan’s poetic obscurities
or David Bowie’s delicateness. They
are the members of England’s fastest
growing fan club, who have finally
found a group they can relate
group, in fact, that has hit the British
musical scene with such impact it has
already been compared to the Rolling
Stones and the Beatles. The group is
Slade, rising in a musical explosion
that has shaken England harder than
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the London blitz; six number-one
singles, a smash live album, and a
new LP entry into the rock and roll
sweepstakes called Stayed? (on Polydor Records).
The people who wait in line to see
Slade know best what all the excite
ment is about. Any one of the “Slademaniacs,” as they are called, will tell
you that in order to really appreciate
Slade, you must see them live. At a
typical Slade concert the thousands of
people in the audience will begin
chanting as soon as they enter the hall,
“We want Slade! We want SLADE!”
In the darkness four figures shuffle
into place and Slade makes its first
sound, the throb of a pounding drum
pulsating so loudly a human body ac
tually shakes with its tribal beat. Sud
denly the lights are up, exposing four
oddly decadent musicians. First there’s
Noddy Holder, lead singer, who’s
screaming into the microphone, “Up!
You heard me! I said up! Up out of
your seats! Let’s ’ear some STOMPIN!” Noddy, to be blunt, is an ugly
bloke; but the boys in Slade are not
known for their good looks or good
manners. From the famous mirrored
top hat to the tips of his own stomping
boots, Noddy’s dressed like a typical
member of the audience. When he
sings, gravel-voiced like Cocker yet
finely shredding his notes like Joplin,

thousands of boots are thunderously
pounded down—on the floor, on the
seats, and on people. Dave Hill, the
band’s lead guitarist, is prancing next
to Noddy. He sports a bowl-shaped
haircomb and jewels on his forehead.
Halfway through a set Dave will re
move his shirt and flex his brawny
muscles at his fans. Drummer Don
Powell and gap-toothed bassist Jimmy
Lea add the final touches of gruesome
bad looks to the group. But this audi
ence isn’t here for pretty boys, they’re
here for hard-moving music, and that’s
what Slade knows how to give them.
Bare headed bashers: “Basically
we’re known in England as the peo
ple’s group, being we’ve worked with
the working class people,” Dave ex
plains, “and they’re the ones who’re
with us now. They actually made us
in England.” Slade’s strange clothing
and brash behavior during their shows
are therefore more serious to them
than just a style or a gimmick. Noddy,
Dave, Jimmy, and Don used to be
real live English Skinheads. A Skin
head was the English equivalent of an
American juvenile delinquent . . •
without the hair. Outfitted in short
pants held in place by suspenders, they
wore heavy boots capped with metal
tips and razor sharp inserts. It was the
in look for a time, until a new style
swept England and the Skinheads mu-

EUDon Powell, drums: Like a machine gun,
lathe group no one had wanted suddenly
■splattered the British charts with six Num■ ber One hits.

Dave Hill, lead guitar: Dave prances brashly onstage in red tights covered with
mirrors or In a silver lame outfit even
David Bowie would reject.

Noddy Holder: When Noddy gets onstage
shredding his notes like Joplin, thousands
of British boots thunderously pound an
earthquake of approval.

Jim Lea, bass: Ex-Hendrix manager and
Animals bassist Chas Chandler told every
one he could get his hands on that “Slade
are far and away better musicians than
the Animals ever were.’’
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Slade: When they step onstage, top hats
come sailing through the air like magic
turbans. Then the audience barrages them
with . . . underwear.

fated into Teddys, No sooner did the
Teddys become the vogue than the
Beatles hit the scene and brought with
them long hair, mod clothing, and
psychedelia. The day of the Skinheads
was over.
Leaping the hair barrier: Five years
ago Slade was playing under the name
of the Inbetweens, and they were just
another Skinhead band from the tough
industrial town of Wolverhampton.
Located in the midlands of England,
Wolverhampton is the kind of place
where everybody seems to hang
around pubs, gossiping in a funny dia
lect that drops all the consonants off
the beginning of words. The Inbe
tweens fit right in, and got lots of gigs
at the plentiful local clubs and dance
halls. But they faced two serious prob
lems. The club owners allowed them
to play only the Top Twenty hits—
no original pieces. And much to their
disadvantage, outside of Wolverhamp
ton they were known exclusively as a
Skinhead band. For almost three years
it looked like Noddy, Dave, Jimmy,
and Don were fated to an obscure life
as another one of “those groups from
Wolverhampton.” Dave Hill blamed
it on prejudice. “A section of the pop
ulation was hairies, you know, who
didn’t want to know any kids cornin’
out different. To them, any group with
short hair couldn’t play guitar.”
The Inbetweens struggled valiantly
with their negative image, trying to
get people to listen to their music and
to stop worrying about what they
looked like. “Eventually a few col
leges gave us a chance to play,” Nod
dy says, “and a year later everybody
was out to book us.” It was then that
the boys were spotted by ex-Animal
bassist and Hendrix manager Chas
Chandler. Yet even with Chas as their
new manager, Slade’s future was not
paved with gold records. After two
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albums on the Cotillion label, it still
looked like they weren’t going to make
it . . . the Skinhead reputation follow
ed them like a plague.
The big jump: Suddenly, out of the
clear blue sky, they recorded a single
called “Get Down and Get With It”
which summed up the best qualities
of Slade better than anyone would
have believed was possible. “Get
Down and Get With It” was filled
with everything brilliant about the
group: their loud, driving, gut music;
Noddy’s piercing yet melodious voice;
and the lyrical insistence that listeners
start to dance again. The single sky
rocketed madly up the British charts.
In short order it was regarded not
only as a fine musical piece, but as the
start of a weighty sociological trend
towards old-fashioned dancing. “Get
Down and Get With It” was actually
bringing the Jerk and the Monkey
back to England! And EVERYBODY
was listening!
Avalanche of hits: In a kind of ma
chine-gun style Slade began releasing
singles: “Coz I Luv You,” “Take Me
Bak ’Ome,” “Mama Weer All Crazee
Now,” and finally the single that may
at last break them here in the States,
“Gudbuy TJane.” T. Rex, the reign
ing monarch, seemed to have been
banished from the rock and roll king
dom (although Marc Bolan’s singles
and LP’s fluttered up and down the
charts). Because of the sudden upset,
Slade was touted as Bolan’s biggest
competitor. Macho-rock versus Poeticrock. Slade didn’t see it that way,
and Noddy was emphatic in explain
ing the difference. “The thing is, T.
Rex came up as a big group in Eng
land, a really massive group in Eng
land, where they had two or three hits
before we ever got a hit. Then we
come up and started gettin’ our Num
ber Ones in a row, so people tagged

us their competitors. T. Rex is just a
one-man group. Bolan and three back
in’ musicians. With us it’s a four-man
group.”
Fluke or revolution? With five hit
singles one might have thought Slade’s
future was secure, but their troubles
were far from over. The music intelligensia in England was actually com
plaining because the boys were hard
rockers. “Brilliant for what it’s worth,”
they said, “but for a limited audience.”
Slade would never make it with an
album, the critics cried, because they
were a live group who needed a very
lively audience. Noddy just shrugged
his shoulders. “You can never please
100% of the people 100% of the time
—we just go out to please the masses,
not the minority.”
If Slade’s power was in their live
shows, the logical album followed
easily enough, Slade Alive! Slade
Alive! (on Polydor), served almost
as an explanation: in case you haven’t
seen us, this is what we’re like in
person—now you understand. Slade
Alive worked. It hit number one in
England and even surprised the boys
by receiving a best-selling LP listing
in the States. Next 5zame the real
test. If Slade could record hit singles
and produce a hit live album, all that
was left was a studio-recorded album.
This would be the LP to determine if
Slade has what it takes to stick around
in the long run.
The final test: Their newest LP,
Slayed? was released almost apologetic
ally by the group. It was studio re
corded, but without studio sound.
Dave explained, “We’ve always had a
problem putting our sound down on
an album.” The question was this:
would the public, exposed for years to
the finest quality electronic recordings
and mixes, put all that technical taste
aside to appreciate Slade for what it
really is. The question is still unan
swered. Although in less than a week
Slayed? jumped onto the best-selling
charts in England, nobody can be sure
they’re just not another passing fancy.
Their reception in the United States
on their current tour will have to de
termine that.
Slade has a good chance to become
THE new music of the pop scene.
Their mono-sounding mix, scratchy
old sound, and old-fashioned driving
beat may be starting a new wave big
ger than anything that’s happened
since the Beatles first came up with
Sergeant Pepper. Or it may just be
raising a massive ripple. As Noddy
says, “With our music we just want
the audience up off their seats, clap
pin’ their hands and stamping their
feet. We want ’em to get down and
get with it.” Now that shouldn’t be
too hard. Should it?
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by Penelope Ross

'Dark Side Of The Moon'
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can “Floyd nuts” have reverentially
cherished each of the group’s shud
dering electronic shrieks and eerie
space-warp groans. But until now, the
Floyd’s flock was indeed small. None
of the interstellar masters’ LP’s ever
struggled to a higher position than 45
on the charts, and none sold more
than a modest number of copies. But
Dark Side Of The Moon is rapidly
changing *all that. In a mere two
weeks, it smashed into the top twentyfive. And by the end of one month
it had sold more copies than the
Floyd’s most successful previous al
bum (Ummagumma') had sold in
three years. Even Kai Rudman—the
radio world tipster who usually only
crows about top-selling singles—gave
the new Floyd LP the number one
spot on the cover of his weekly in
siders’ bulletin. For the first time in
history, a Pink Floyd album had
become (in Rudman’s words) a
“smash Go-Rilla.”
Into the warehouse: Curiously,
The Dark Side of the Moon didn’t
start out to be an album at all. Nor
did the group have any idea that the
ultimate result would be their first
total concept album. Their aim was
merely to fend off boredom. Almost
a year and a half ago, Pink Floyd
collectively decided that they were
tired of doing old material in concert
and that they should take a bit of
time and develop some new music to
play for audiences. So, they hied
themselves to a dank warehouse in
Bermondsey (one of the more de
pressing areas of London) to work
on something they could include in
concerts.
But they didn’t have much time.
Within a couple of months, their

manager, Steve O’Rourke, admits, “I
pressured them to do an English tour.
They performed what they had of
the new material, which lasted about
five minutes, and promptly fell apart.”
But that was not to be the end of it.
Over the next year in concerts
the group expanded, experimented,
changed and developed the work they
had done in the warehouse, until
June, 1973, when they decided to
take it into a studio and record it.
Meat grinder on the road: Seren
dipity and necessity were the mother
of Pink Floyd’s inventiveness. “When
we started, we’d just discussed the
barest outline of what we were going
to do,” says guitarist David Gilmour.
“Then Roger Waters came into the
warehouse every day with bits and
pieces of lyrics, and we all added
music to them.” And what came out?
Says Gilmour, “We ended up with
an album about the pressures we’ve
been through as musicians on the
road.”
Don’t run and stare at the lyric
sheet, hoping to find a blue-print of
the aggravations and frustrations of
being a musician. Pink Floyd have
always been too abstract in their mu
sic and philosophy to lay it out plain
for the world to see at a glance. But
Pink Floyd have taken the pressures
on rock stars and transmuted them
into a song cycle about the pressures
that everyone faces in a life of work,
money and frustrations. For example,
the album’s first song with lyrics,
“Breathe,” has a couple of lines that
obviously relate to the cycle of re
cording: “And when at last the work
is done/It’s time to start another
one.” The bluesy bass and organ
dominated tunc “Money” dwells on

the gold that greases the rock world’s
gears, moving from lines like “Money,
go away” to “Money, it’s a gas” to
“Money, it’s a crime.” The sweetly
melancholy, piano-powered “Us And
Them” reveals the group’s frequent
loathing of fame. Its opening lines
protest that “after all we’re only or
dinary men/Me and you/God knows
it’s not what we would choose to do.”
And finally, lines like “Forward he
cried from the rear/And the front
rank died’ give the uneasy feeling
that the backstage rock world is a
battleground taking its toll when
troopers like Hendrix, Joplin and
Morrison die or when minds like that
of original Floyd genius Syd Barret
crumble, victims of pressures from
managers, executives, and fans.

Boiling brains: A friend and fan
of Pink Floyd said recently, “The
trouble with them is that they are
much too intelligent to be rock stdrs.”
Three of the group—Mason, Waters
and Wright—were on their ways to
becoming architects before they drop
ped school in favor of music. The
latest addition, Gilmour, who is still
considered the “new boy” by die-hard
fans after five years in the group,
also has a background of academic
excellence. Nick Wright recently re
ferred to rock as “a limited medium,
so that it is unusual to find four
people with the personalities or prob
lems to get into rock and roll.” And
it is this abrasive awareness of the
nature of what they are doing that
intensifies the pressures on the group.
To that must be added their methods
of touring and their aproach to music.
Pink Floyd are constant tourers.
They have played North American
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Nick Mason, percussion, tape effects:
The eerie fog machines, red lights, dry
ice and laser beams that surround them
onstage belie the seductive melodies that
the Floyd have suddenly begun to play.
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Richard Wright, keyboards, vocals: When
they whipped through North America less
than two months ago, they played some
of the continent’s largest halls. But when
they come back in a few days, those
halls may be far too tiny.

concerts incessantly over the past few
years, have toured Japan twice, play
ed Australia and done innumerable
gigs all over Europe and England.
In keeping with their professional ap
proach to their work, the group
chooses the most back-breaking,
heart-breaking tour of all—the one
night stand. Especially in America,
they ask to be booked as solidly
as possible, often travelling up to five
hundred miles a day to get from one
gig to the next; although, for the
sake of the roadies, they try to keep
concerts no more than 200-300 miles
apart. On their most recent tour, for
example, they played Cincinnati,
Kent, Ohio, Toronto, Montreal and
Boston—all in the space of five days.
Ceaseless machine: To keep up a
schedule like that, everything must
be organized and businesslike to an
extent that most groups don’t even
comprehend. The Floyd travel light
in personnel—the group, its manager,
the sound man, road manager and
two assistants—and that’s it. Friends,
families, and General hangers-on are
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conspicuous by their absence. Even
their wives only come to see major
concerts and then leave. The Floyd
are capable, professional, organized
and private; and their travelling ar
rangements are a good indication that
they intend to keep things the way
they are.
For the way they are now suits
them. While the group may be lack
ing people, they certainly don’t lack
equipment. This last time around,
Pink Floyd travelled with approxi
mately eleven tons of sound and light
equipment, including “so many speak
ers, I’ve lost count” (Dave Gilmour).
Over the years, the mania for a really
good sound system has kept pace with
their popularity. In the beginning,

ing ground, their hardest task. Not
only were they a long way from
home, family and the VCS 3 syn
thesizers that each owns, they were
facing their biggest challenge. For,
as their manager candidly said, “The
U.S. is where you make it pr don’t.
And to do well, you must do very
well. Europe is made up of small
countries, so it doesn’t matter so
much if you don’t go over well in
one of them. But the competition is
greater here. And we want to be suc
cessful. That’s why we come.” On
the other hand, “American andiences
arc very good and the group has done
some of its best shows here, in part
because they get keyed up from the
pressure.” Hence the one-night tours

and on for nearly six months. From
June of 1972 to January, 1973, the
four together laid down tracks, and
in a somewhat rare departure from
their methods, used a few sidemen.
These included Dick Parry on saxo
phone, who is heard on “Money” and
“Us and Them”—one of the loveliest
and saddest songs on the album. Be
sides Parry, the album includes back
up vocals by a star selection of Brit
ish singers—Doris Troy, Leslie Dun
can, Liza Strike, Barry St. John and
Clare Torry.
Mysterious pyramids: And just
what does it all mean? Enigmatic to
the last, no member of the group was
willing to admit that the prism on the
cover of the LP and the pyramids
David Gilmour, guitar, vocals: When they
went into the Warehouse, David says they
had only the loosest idea of the music
they wanted to compose. But when they
came out, they had the kernel of Floyd’s
first tightly-knit concept LP.
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the passion for good sound created
financial disasters, especially on their
first American tour, where they cart
ed several tons of equipment around
the country to the detriment of their
bank balance and delight of their au
diences. Audience response won, and
luckily, as they learned to stay away
from incompetent promoters and
agents, they started to earn more
money on their tours than they were
spending.
Stark challenge: But popularity
didn’t keep the loneliness at bay. And
what can four English gentlemen who
are quiet, introverted family types do
about that? America became the test-
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and the urge to get back home as fast
as possible.
But touring at such a frantic pace
leaves no time or energy for serious
writing while on the road. It’s a
show at night, a bit of sleep, and the
next day, pack up, move to the next
town, check in, and off to do another
show. And it was this relentless pres
sure that ultimately sent them to the
dreary warehouse in Bermondsey to
think and write and prepare for the
next time round.
Even after almost a year working
the material, the final shape of the
album didn’t form until they went
into the studio—and stayed there, off
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on the poster inside meant anything
more than “a nice shape.” When
pressed, they expanded the explana
tion to include the thought that it
means “whatever you take it to
mean. Pink Floyd’s music is not for
the mass, but for individuals.” All
the Floyd will admit is that the title
—The Dark Side Of The Moon—
equals lunacy equals life on the road.
Or is it just life in general? To be a
Floyd fan is to be an archaeologist,
digging personal meanings from ab
stract symbols laid out neatly in front
of your eyes and ears. The Floyd are
leaving the choice to you.
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Don Agrati's debut album, HOMEGROWN,
is available now

ON ELEKTRA RECORDS AND TAPES.
_

Includes the single
"One Man Woman"
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